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I NTRODUCT ION

This Final Report describes the research effort

performed by Decision Science, Inc., under Contract

No. MDA9O3-81-C-0509, directed toward the design and

development of a computer program for realistic,

intelligently interactive tank warfare simulation. Included

in the report are the functional description, flow diagrams

and preliminary software specifications for such a program.

The program offers a unique forward development in the

realism of computer generated simulation in that the

simulated tank it controls operates in an intelligently

interactive manner in opposition to a human controlled tank.

That is, the computer program selects moves and countermoves

not according to a canned or predetermined routine but

according to a rational evaluative criteria in response to

action taken by the human trainee opponent.

Drawing on experience gained in the development of the

Adaptive Maneuvering Logic (AML) program for air-to-air and

naval combat simulation, the first phase of this nine-month

contract effort focused on the adaptation of that same

underlying concept to the maneuver characteristics and

operational options of the modern tank in a ground combat

environment. With the professional guidance provided

through visits and consultation with tank warfare experts at

the U.S. Army School, Fort Knox and at Army Headquarters,



the Pentagon, a Valuated State Space (VSS) was constructed

defining the purpose of the tank commander in combat--

analogous to the purpose of a fighter pilot in air-to-air

combat although complicated by considerations of the

terrestrial environment which figures as prominently as the

relative position and characteristics of the opposing

threat(s). As described in the First Progress Report,

included here as Appendix A, the VSS then became the basis

for evaluating and selecting optimum positions for the AML

controlled tank vis-a-vis the opposing (trainee controlled)

tank in light of mission, terrain features, and threat

environment.

Once a methodology for evaluating and selecting optimum

destination positions had been formulated, the emphasis

shifted to the development and testing of an algorithm for

determining the "best" path for traversing from the present

position to the selected destination. The Second Progress

Report, contained herein as Appendix B, describes the

evolution of the algorithm and provides an illustrative

example of its application. With a view toward moderating

computer computational requirements a second algorithm,

essentially the same in principle but modified in approach,

was developed as described in Appendix C. Both algorithms

have been shown equal to the task of ferreting out the

"best" path from among all possible paths between a given

starting position (i.e., the AML tank's "present position")

and an intended destination (i.e., the selected optimum
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position vis-a-vis tfie opposing tank). Preliminary

examination indicates that each has advantageous features

and selection of which algorithm should be incorporated in

the final program can be best determined during the

programming phase. Neither appears to impose computational

demands beyond the capacity of modern computers of a size

and cost to be compatable with relatively small scale,

moderately priced training devices.

The concluding phase of the contract period was devoted

to defining functional flow sequences and programming

requirements as described in the body of this report. it

should be noted that although the work to date has

necessaril2 been confined to first solving the one-on-one

tank engagement problem, it has progressed with the longer

range objective clearly in view of its subsequent expansion

to a multiple-tank, multiple-threat combat engagement.

Similarly, the Valuated State Space governing the responses

of the AML tank was constructed according to the best

available tank warfare expertise--U.S. Army armor

specialists at Fort Knox and at Army Headquarters. The AML

tank is, therefore, at this time modeled in the mirror image

of the U.S. Army. However, in the course of developing the

present model, the groundwork has been la;id with

knowledgeable members within the intelligence community with

a view toward subsequent modification of the Valuated State

Space to reflect the purpose of the Soviet rather than the

U.S. Army Tank Commander.
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DISCUSSION

SECTION I - OVERVIEW

Decision Science, Inc.'s approach to tank warfare

simulation is an outgrowth of work successfully accomplished

in the area of air combat and submarine warfare simulation.

This approach is based on the Adaptive Maneuvering Logic

concept wherein an interactive, intelligent logic was

developed to control a tank, or a platoon of tanks,

operating under the control of a platoon commander. This as

opposed either to control based on heuristics gained from

discussions with tank commanders or a canned scenario.

Work was developed guided by the concept "What is the

approach taken by an intelligent tank commander?"

Fundamental to that question, of course, is the

determination of what is a desirable or an undesirable

position for the tank. It quickly became evident that the

question could only be answered relative to the position of

another opponent(s). That is, there is safety behind a hill

from an opponent if, and only if, the hill intervenes. if

both tanks are on the same side of the hill and are visible

one to the other, then the hill is of liz.tle import. It was

decided that the evaluation of the desirability of a

position relative to an opponent at another position could

best be accomplished through use of a Valuated State Space

(VSS). The First Progress Report, included here for ease of
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reference as Appendix A, describes the underlying concept of

the hierarchic Valuated State Space (VSS) and contains an

illustrative example of a VSS constructed to define in a

broad sense the purpose of a tank commander in combat.

A more specific VSS, particularized for the scenario

and combat engagement area envisioned as a representative

model for developing an Adaptive Maneuvering Logic program

for tank warfare simulation, is shown in Section 11.

With an evaluation means at hand, the question remained

as to how to locate what is a desirable position, called

here a candidate position. Two approaches came to mind:

(1) an exhaustive evaluation of "all" possible positions and

(2) an evaluation of possible positions taken from a

previously specified list. Certainly, for any given

position that a tank may occupy within a depicted combat

engagement area there are certain positions which stand out

as having high potential value from the standpoint of an

opposing tank. These can be pre-identified by grid square

and placed in a prioritized list. Obviously, some loss in

opt imality is to be expected but not so great as to degrade

a worthy opponent into an unworthy one or to so limit the

optional moves as to detract significantly from the

intelligently interactive response characteristics of the

AML opponent.

Assuming the "best" candidate position has been

selected from those several pre-identified as having high

potential value, the problem remains of determining a path

5



from the present position to that desired position. Two

approaches to the problem were explored resulting in two

algorithms.

Appendix B describes an algorithm for determining the

"best" paths to a destination point (i.e, the selected

candidate position) from points on an inc-ementally

expanding perimeter about that destination point (paths

considered are restricted to positions on and within the

area considered).

Appendix C describes an algorithm whereby the "best" or

maximum utility path emanating from the present position is

extended until it is not the path of maximum utility. The

current maximum utility path is then extended until it is no

longer the maximum utility path. In the first case, the

algorithm continues until the present position is

encountered and, in the second case, the algorithm continues

until the destination is encountered. There may even be a

higher utility, more circuitous path to be discovered if the

area of concern is increased.

To summarize, discussed so far are procedures for

(1) evaluating a position, (2) locating candidate

(desirable) positions, and (3) determining a path from a

present position to a candidate position.

Since the desired position and its associated path are

determined relative to a present position of the opponent

tank, they represent a "snap-shot" solution valid only for

that instant in time or for as long as the opponent tank
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remains in the present position. As the opponent tank moves

to a new "present position," the process of selecting a new

desired position for the AML tank and determining a best

path to that position must be repeated. During this process

the AML tank must continue on its previously determined path

until the new path is determined and the AML tank redirected

along it (at most, a matter of a few seconds). Here lies

the potential for the AML tank to blunder blindly into an

extremely vulnerable position--a position, for example, from

which it would have been well covered from the line-of-fire

of the opponent tank at its former "present position" but

would be totally exposed to the line-of-fire of the opponent

tank in its now "present position." To avoid such pitfalls,

provision is made at a higher level of priority for

evaluating and accepting or rejecting each next impending

move along the currently projected path pending selection of

a new candidate position and determination of the updated

path.

At this higher or second level of processing priority,

a yes or no determination is made as to whether or not the

next grid square along the currently projected path (i.e.,

the grid square into which the AML tank is about to move)

falls within the weapon range and line-of-fire of the nuw

"present position" of the opponent tank. If not, the move

is allowed and the information processing reverts to the

lower or third priority level where the process of selecting

a new, longer-range candidate position and path is continued

ft. 7,



until completed or preempted by a higher priority demand.

If the impending move would place the AML tank within the

range and line-of-fire of the opponent tank, the move is

disallowed and an abbreviated immediate action process

initiated to determine the best action. This abbreviated

process uses the same Valuated State Space as for the longer

range candidate position selection but consideration is

confined to only nine grid squares .. . the grid square

encompassing the AML tank's present position and those eight

grid squares immediately adjacent to it.

Information processing at the higher or second level of

priority, in addition to detecting and avoiding the high

vulnerability pitfalls described above, is concerned also

with generating and receiving the regular interchange of

position data between the AML computer and the display

apparatus. At specified intervals, say every one-sixteenth

of a second, the AML program receives the position and

heading of the opponent tank(s) and transmits the position,

heading and turret aspect of the AML tank. This flow of

information provides the necessary input for smooth visual

presentation of the AML tank simulation as well as the input

necessary to update the Valuated State Space profiles for

evaluating and selecting the movements and action of the AML

ta nk .

At the highest or first priority level are those

routines that handle the appropriate responsive action when

AML tank is fired upon by the opponent tank (i.e., the

tr a inee) .
8



SECTION II - VALUATED STATE SPACE

1. PURPOSE OF TANK COMMANDER IN COMBAT ENVIRONMENT

1.1 (10) Own Survival

1.1.1 (3) Avoid Detection

1.1.1.1 (10) Mask From Immediate Threat

10 4 2 0
Completely Mostly Partially Continually
concealed concealed concealed visible

1.1.1.2 (7) Mask From Air Detection

10 4 2 0
Completely Intermit- Intermit- Continually
concealed tently exposed tently con- exposed to

from overhead to overhead cealed from over-head
detection detection overhead detection

detection

1.1.1.3 (3) Mask From Ground Detection

10 5 2 0
Masked from Masked from Masked from Exposed to
3 quadrants 2 to 3 1 to 2 detection from
or greater quadrants quadrants all quadrants

1.1.2 (10) Avoid Damage From Enemy Weapons

1.12.1 (10) Avoid Damage From Immediate Thr-eat Weapons

1.1.2.1.1 (10) Avoid Damage by Terrain Cover

10 730
Completely Excellent Partial Exposed to
covered by terrain cover terrain cover line of fire-
terrain no terrain

cover
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1.1.2.1.2 (3) Avoid Effective Range of Weapons

10 5 2 0

Outside At maximum At maximum Within effec-
maximum range - armor range - tive lethal
range front vulnerable range

front

1.1.2.2 (5) Avoid Damage From Air-to-Surface Weapons

10 5 2 0

Overhead Intermittent Intermittent No overhead
cover com- breaks in overhead cover

pletely blocks overhead cover
line-of-fire cover
from aircraft

1.1.2.3 (3) Avoid Damage From Surface-to- Surface Weapons

10 7 3 0

Terrain cover Terrain cover Terrain cover No terrain
from 3 or more from 2 to 3 from 1 to 2 cover

quadrants quadrants quadrants

1.1.3 (5) Avoid Exposure to Enemy Acquisition and Tracking

1.1.3.1 (10) Avoid Presenting Silhouetted Target

10 7 5 0

Excellent Good back- Not Silhouetted
background ground cover silhouetted (at crest of
cover -270 °  ~1800 hill or

ridge)

1.1.3.2 (7) Maintain Proximity to Cover

1.1.3.2.1 (10) Maintain Proximity to Air Cover

10 5 20

Cover within Cover within Cover within No cover
grid square an adjacent 2nd grid within two

grid square square away grid squares
away
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1.1.3.2.2 5) Maintain Proximity to Ground Cover

10 5 2 0
Cover within Cover within Cover within No cover
grid square an adjacent 2nd grid within two

grid square square away grid squares
away

1.1.4 (3) Maintain Maximum Maneuverability

1.1.4.1 (10) Avoid Steep (or Poorly Trafficable) Terrain

10 5 2 0

Level Sloping Steep Impassable
terrain with terrain terrain barely
good surface reduced speed trafficable

1.1.4.2 (5) Avoid Heavily Forrested or Built-Up Areas

10 5 2 0

Unrestricted Intermittent Frequent Heavily
restrictions restrictions forrested

built-up

1.2 (5) Enemy Destruction

1.2.1 3) Maintain Visual Surveillance

10 7 5 0

Continuously Occassionally Intermit- Not in line
in sight obscured tently in sight of sight

1.2.2 (10) Gain or Hold Advantageous Firing Position

1.2.2.1 (10) Maintain Enemy Within Range of Weapon

10 7 5 0

Within At maximum At maximum Not within
effective range - range - armor range or

range vulnerable aim point arc of fire
aim point
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1.2.2.2 (5) Maintain Favorable Relative Position

10 7 3 0

Line of fire Line of fire Line of fire out of range

to exposed to partially to armor or arc

vulnerable exposed front, or of fire

aim point vulnerable hull down
aim point

1.2.3 (3) Gain or Hold Favorable Relative Exposure

1.2.3.1 (10) Cover From Air-to-Surface Weapons

10 4 2 0

AML in Both in Both Enemy in

cover - enemy cover exposed cover - AML

exposed exposed

1.2.3.2 (7) Cover From Ground Fire/Shrapnel

10 4 2 0

AML in Both in Both Enemy in

cover - enemy cover exposed cover - AML

exposed exposed
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SECTION III - PROGRAM FLOW

In order to discuss the overall program flow,* certain

assumptions are made concerning the hardware to be used:

1. Separate microprocessors for the AML program (AMP)

and the display program (DSP).

2. Clock interrupt set to interrupt the AMP, say,

every one-sixteenth of a second.

3. Communication channels between the AMP computer

and the DSP computer with the DSP computer as

master and the AMP computer as slave.

4. Possibly hardware interrupt upon trainee tank

firing although this could be handled via messages

from the DSP computer to the AMP computer.

Based on the previous assumptions, AMP flow can now be

discussed. The one-sixteenth second clock interrupt is

required because a message must be sent approximately each

one-sixteenth of a second upon request by the DSP computer.

This message consisting of the AML tank(s) position, heading

and relative bearing of the turret with respect to the AML

tank(s) fore and aft axis. Similarly, a message must be

received by the AMP concerning trainee's tank. These

messages are for display and data processing purposes,

respectively.

* This section may best be followed by referencing the

flow diagrams given in Section VI.
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As previously discussed, there are three levels of

priority:

1. AML tank fired upon.

2. a. AML tank proceeding on the path determined by

the Priority Three program.

b. Updating present AML tank's position and

message composition.

c. Decoding DSP computer message.

d. In the event that an impending move by the

AML tank would make it too vulnerable,

determine immediate action regardless of the

path determined by the Priority Three

program.

e. Fire on enemy tank(s) if able and desirable.

3. Select desired position and determine path to the

desired position.

For the purpose of discussion assume the AMP is

operating at Priority Three and a clock interrupt occurs.

The return address is saved, of course, and control is

transferred to Priority Two where the AML tank position is

updated and a message is formatted for transmittal to the

DSP computer. A message from the DSP computer is decoded

and the trainee tank's position is updated,, If informed by

the DSP message that the AML tank has been fired upon or

upon determining too great an AML tank vulnerability,

control transfers to the Immediate Action section of

Priority Two and the previous plan of proceeding along the

projected path is abandoned.

14



If, however, neither vulnerability exists and the tanks

are still in the same grid squares, control transfers back

to the Priority Three level at the place in the program

where the clock interrupt took control. On the other hand,

if the trainee tank has moved to a new grid square or the

AML tank has moved off the previously determined path,

control is transferred to the beginning of the Priority

Three level program. Note that this requires that the

Priority Three level program be re-entrant, that is, this

routine may be started at the beginning at any time and the

program will execute correctly regardless as to whether the

program was left previously in a completed or partially

completed state. If a path has been determined and the

trainee tank is still in the same grid square used in

determining the path, then there is no point in entering the

Priority Three program until the trainee tank has moved into

a different grid square. This situation is expected to

occur frequently.

The Immediate Action portion of the program, as

mentioned before, makes the determination of initiating or

returning fire, and either remaining in the present grid

square or moving to one of the eight adjoining squares.

This action is determined through use of t.he same Valuated

State Space used throughout the program.

However, the question as to whether or not the tanks

are in range should be calculated from the actual positions

as opposed to using the information stored in the associated

15



fixed record,* this because the stored information was

computed on the average distance between grid squares. if

the trainee tank has traversed from its former position into

a different grid square or the AML tank has moved off the

previously determined path, the Priority Three level program

subsequently should be re-entered at the beginning. If not,

there is no use in its being entered. Therefore, after the

Immediate Action processing has occurred, subsequently a

test is made as to whether or not the trainee tank has moved

into a different grid square or the AML tank has moved off

the previously determined path and, if so, control transfers

to the beginning of the Priority Three program. Otherwise,

Priority Three is re-entered via interrupt return, if

necessary.

Note provision for an idling loop, this to permit a

measure of processor utilization.

*See next section for record description.
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SECTION IV - RECORD STRUCTURE

Each of the grid points (areas) has an associated fixed

record which contains information descriptive of that area

and certain precomputed values describing the relation of

that area to each of the other areas, for example, can a

tank in the one area be seen from a tank in the other area.

Excluding any header information, the record consists

of three sections.

Section One consists of five words containing the

identification of up to ten potential candidate positions as

desireable positions whenever the opponent tank is in the

area associated with the record.

Section Two consists of one word, say, eight two bit

fields concerning:

Concealment From Air Detection-General

Two Bit
Field

11 Not Detectable - Overhead cover completely

obscures/blocks direct line-of-sight from

aircraft

10 Detection Possible - Intermittently exposed

to direct line-of-sight from aircraft due to

occasional breaks in overhead cover

01 Detection Probable - Some overhead cover but

usually exposed to direct line-of-sight from

aircraft

17



00 Detection Almost Certain - In exposed, open

field of view from the air

Concealment Fom Ground Detection - General

Two Bit

Field

11 Excellent Concealment - Terrain features mask

detection from three or more quadrants

10 Good Concealment - Terrain features mask

detection from two to three quadrants

01 Fair Concealment - Terrain features mask

detection from one to two quadrants

00 No Concealment - Exposed to detection from

all quadrants

Target Vulnerability - Acquisition

Two Bit

Field

11 Excellent Background Cover (-270 ° )

10 Good Background Cover (~180')

01 Not Silhouetted (~90 ° )

00 Silhouetted

Target Vulnerability - Tracking (Air)

(Duration of vulnerability based on proximity to air

cover. )

Two Bit
Field

11 Cover Within Grid Square

10 Cover Within An Adjacement Grid Square

18



01 Cover Within Second Grid Square Away

00 No Cover Within Two Grid Squares Away

Target Vulnerability - Tracking (Surface)

(Duration of vulnerability based on proximity to ground

cover.)

Two Bit
= Field

11 Cover Within Grid Square

10 Cover Within An Adjacent Grid Square

01 Cover Within Second Grid Square Away

00 No Cover Within Two Grid Squares Away

Trafficability

Two Bit

Field

11 Passable at Cross-country Speed (30 mph)

10 Passable at Reduced Speed (15 mph)

01 Passable at Very Slow Speed (5 mph)

00 Impassable

Terrain Cover From Surface Weapons - General

Two Bit
Field

11 Excellent Cover (-2700)

10 Good Terrain Cover (-180o)

01 Modest Terrain Cover (-90')

00 No Terrain Cover
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Terrain Cover From Air Weapons - General

Two Bit

F ield

11 Complete Overhead Cover

10 Occasional Breaks in Overhead Cover

01 Scattered Overhead Cover

00 Completely Exposed - No Overhead Cover

Section Three consists of 32 words with 256 two bit

fields concerning:

Detectability From Each of the
Other 256 Grid Areas

Two Bit

Field

11 Not Detectable - Not in line-of-sight

10 Detection Possible - In line-of-sight but

mostly concealed by features of terrain

01 Detection Probable - In line-of-sight and

partially concealed by features of terrain

00 Detection Almost Certain - In line-of-sight

and in open-field of view
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RECORD FORMAT

16 bits

C P3 CP4

5 words epi CP Section One

C P9 P 10

1w W11;FScio w

32 words Section Three
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SECTION VI - FLOW DIAGRAMS
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SECTION VI - SUMMARY

The objective of this research was the development of

algorithms and preliminary specifications for a computer

program to intelligently interactively control tank(s)

during simulated tank warfare. The technical problems being

that, regardless of the initial situation or subsequent

development of the interaction between the human trainee and

the simulated tank, the simulated tank would not maneuver

stupidly, rather, it would maneuver in such a way as to be a

worthy opponent and avoid inadvertent high risk maneuvers.

Four basic problems were identified and solutions found:

first, a criteria to measure the worth of a position;

second, candidate (desired or advantageous) positions;

third, determine path from current position to the desired

position; fourth, traverse the path, guard against

inadvertent (stupid) action and, if such action be eminent,

take correcting offensive or defensive action, as

appropriate.

The scope of the contract did not permit programming

and exercising the algorithms developed. However, based on

previous experience with application of the Adaptive

Maneuvering Logic, it is thought a worthy opponent can be

implemented using the algorithms developed.

The emphasis of this effort was primarily concerned

with the decisions required of a platoon tank commander and
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the maneuvering of his tank; however, the analysis and the

structure of the program was developed with the thought that

it be enlargeable to maneuvering a platoon of four tanks.

Further research is required to address the maneuvering

and coordination of a platoon of four tanks.
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INTRODUCTION

Combat training is effective only if the simulated enemy does not follow a

canned scenario. Clearly, the gaming must be interactive. In the real world

there is always a presumption that an enemy's moves reflect both his mission and

your actions.

The Adaptive Maneuvering Logic (AML) is a unique means for simulating

intelligently interactive gaming. Here the purpose of each of the players is

defined in a concise manner. Reference is made to possible moves (a!ternative

commitment of resources). Each such move is translated into a new overall

worth, taking into account both own purpose aind the purpose of the other

player(s), A comDarison of these moves then allows selection of the best move

Lt that point in time. This fast time evalative process proceeds while the game

is played in real time.

The AML can be used to drive the ,n rV force and/or used to score the

human operator (by playing in p ir: lel with him). 1 htre an\ siF-ificant

differences of "opinion" are acccm an '- d by a .. .. rtionile.
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DISCI !SSION

The primary purpose of all animate beings is survival. The purpose of the

tank commander concerns preserving his physical embodiment and his self-

image. In turn, each of these aspects of survival can be particularized. For

example, physical survival includes concern for killing the enemy and/or avoiding

being killed. In turn, killing, the enemy can be achieved through calling for

support, shooting first, using entrapment, and so forth. Each of these spects

can be further particularized. Table I (page 14) indicates these dirjentions of

purpose in hierarchic format. The Dewey Decirrial notation is used to facilitate

reference to individual branches within such a tree structure.

Note that the relative importance of these dimensions of purpose depends

strongly on the circumstance. Lower order animals are primarily con(ernd ',k ith

physical survival, the concept of the self being only partially developed. In

contrast, the martyr will willingly goes to his death to preserve what he stands

for. Here psychological self-preservation is far more important tha:-t preserving

the physical self.

In some combat situations killing the enemy is all important and it is

acceptable to be killed, as witness Kamikaze attacks. In other situations, killing

the enemy may be far less important than preserving one's self . . . to li,e and

fight another day. Indeed, the relative importance weights are peculiar to the

mission, that particular situation, and that time.

Each of these parameters of purpose must be explicated at successively

lower levels until they are made operational. That is to say, each lowest level

p.arameter must be measurable in terms of mutually exclusive class intervals

that define those differences that make a difference in degrees of achievement.
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These class intervals must exhaustiveI span the range, each being attributed

some value for that degree of achievement. In general, more important

parameters are referenced with greater specificity. If air support is very

important, then the degree of air support achieved should be indicated in some

precise sense (up to 7 - 2 categories). If, on the other hand, air support is

relatively unimportant then the d.gree of achievement can be binary (either

there is air support or not). lere aain, the nature of the class intervals and

their values depend upon th., partif ulir cirt iirustnr( C (the A:ss'igred mission and

even the developing siti;,ition).

(dlarlv. suc-h i owibx stc:cm,,t of mission b.es far h 'Iond tire usual

or e(rs o, r:srr]r. rents. Ch':'and s i , as 0T 11e that hill" ire too arrIihiious.

'V 'm- fd interprettion re-quires explim ition of \h;it that, o:irirand really

SC!s to 0 ' ,,isor -r:1Cer . Here th( endeavor is to CD1liatt that ratIona le so

t rt i ', r.,dlx, r-f,'ri ed. T, le IA (:.,e 17) rcprsnts a rrflrernent of

T le I ,,rt lire.,, for ti, .... ted li 1 1 i' i o , rk of the (Yrtra! F iro ean

Frok;T t (F i a), pr i t r exut red , ti , ) r, t e r,,t ' ' aId opr , t ional

1:t, onT of 1,1e 1di Aid tarY '!i' I '1c

P -- rrrr s if: ti ()- e~ f ai r rIC 1 !te i t' r e an d

appoprcit nom xioirgfunc tion. It isp', o to) wse the .kteOhtcd aihei

mneanI as t're norim lizi ig fur,> tiori e Pe .f its siiruliitx, lb-re the oserall

worth of the pre"ent sitk.i tion (, profite of ,las n tl ,r ro ,s the 1 resurable

p,irarneters) is com nputed by srir inMing the xxeighted iorrtrfititrr fac tors. Sorne

situations might re-feren, e rritical pirairtters. Iler, it is rrtore );roprirjte to

use an alternative riorTrIi/ilg', fulr' tori. s- h as the -otrightid ,eorr etric iean,

wherein cormiplete failure on a single prorieter nillifies the overall degree of

strcess. In realistic sit' it ins, the nor u lli /,ation is a coliposite of different

functions that reflect the nature of each of the parameters. This normalizing

function tends to remain invariant during the combat.
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But the game is not well defined unless the purpose of the opposing force is

also taken into account. In the two player game this requires expressing the

enemy's mission in equally concise terms. In real world situations it is necessary

to infer this purpose based on intelligence, the commitment of enemy forces,

their demonstrated capability, and the willingness to risk facing a more

committed enemy than was presupposed in making the decison to initiate the

combat engagement.

As defined above, the hierarchic valuated state space provides a discrete

scale of overall achievement ranging from catastrophe to utopia (from zero to

100%). The number of class intervals on the scale is the product of the number

of class intervals on each of the operational parameters. This scale represents a

linear irra\ of overall degrees of achievement for each of the situations

Considered to be signifiuantlv different in the light of the purpose. A similar

definitior, of the enemy's purpose c,-,in be used to define the joint state space that

defines the gane. reference Figure 1. H ere each cell corresponds with a

significantly different situation from either or both player's points of view.

Once the game is defined bv this two-space, the tnarginal payoffs b-.cone

meaningless. Each cell in the joint state space designates a plavoff to -- ,ch of

the players for that situation. By convention, the purpose of the primt-ary player

of concern is expressed across the top, while the Of the other player is

expressed on the left side of the matrix. A diagonal in e,ch cell separatcs the

two payoff's, the upper right payoff being to the prim ary plaer, while the lo\\er

left payoff is to the other player.

The nature of the game is expressed by tie joint payoff fuinction. If the

payoff is the same over an entire column for the primary pla er, then he is

unconcerned about the degree of achievernent of Cie pla.er hile in that state.

A competitive attituide is expressed if the desending ( ol'- i in in( reta'ses in payoff.
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If the column decreases, the game is cooperative in this domain. A similar logic

can be used to exmiane the rows from the prespective of the other player. Note

that, in general, games may be cooperative, competitive or ambivalent to

different degrees and in different states. Even a mutually cooperative game

may be asymetrical in that the degree of cooperation is different for each of the

players.

The line items of the purpose of each player dictate the questions that

must be answered concerning the present and projected situation. The present

degree of achievement across the measurable parameters of both players'

purpose is translated into an overall payoff. At this point, it is pertinent to

examine the prospective moves in the g.ame (combinations of the allocable

resources). If the decision-maker is the tank commander, then these resources

are those aspects he can commit in the present situation. For example, he can

cauise his tank (and perhaps other tanks) to m ove toward, away from, or

circumvent an enemy position or selected feature of terrain. Hle can fire his

main or auxilliary weapon, button up. or choose to remain open; and, in some

situiations, he may choose to accept fuel, ammunition, food, replacement crews,

and so forth.

Table 2 (page 26) indicates these resources during typical combat. The

class intervals being degrees of commitment of individual resources. Note that

here there is no need for relative weights and values. The listing is merely a

table of what can be committed. Each profile across the class intervals is a

prospective move. The task is to evaluate the relative worth of these, given the

purpose and the present situation.

Each considered move must be translated into a corresponding trajectory in

the joint state space. Note that there is no continuity in this state space. It is

merely an array of all possible situiations and an indication of their worth to each
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of the players. Moving forward at a certain speed changes the profile of degree

of achievement of purpose depending on the particular terrain. In some cases

forward movement might be effective for hiding; in others, it might make the

tank more vulnerable. Here the dynamics of the physical situation must be

referenced. This includes the topography, weather, and motion of all involved

moving platforms.

Intelligently interactive gaming presumes that the enemy is purposive and

also exercises a similar logical capability. The trajectory in the joint state space

must therefore take into account the commitment of resources by the enemy (his

countermoves). Each of the alternative initial moves calls for a probabilistic

tree of countermoves. It is common to face uncertainty concerning enemy

moves in response to the initial moves and at further steps in the tree. Each

move is defined as an observable event, the time required for this event to take

place. and the probability of that event as estirnatee. A deterministic strategy

is defined as a tree of moves and countermoves wherein the decision as to how

we are to respond is deterministic for each of the other player countermoves. In

some situations there may be uncertaintv in one's own strategy. Here the

alternative moves are defined as a commitment (an event), the required time for

that event, and its probability. In general, probabilistic strategies are less

valuable than deterministic strategies.

Each of the alternative initial moves then corresponds \vith a trajectory in

the joint state space and an associated payoff ftnction over further time. The

task at hand is to compare these functions in order to determine the best move

of those considered. (It is recognized that an exhaustive search of all possible

moves is unrealistic and indeed unwarranted. Heuristi-s are generally available

to direct attention to those few alternative moves that are most worthy of

attention.)



Ai simplistic view references the, tree of move" anTd trco s uwn

out of each alternative init ial move in terms of the IXPeC-teld p,1ot I a the( end(

of each branch (scenario). These payoffs can he aiggreptated into i riiai)re, of

the overall worth of the initial move, taking into a count whte ro1,1ajbjhtn

and temporal discounting mnay be involved. The :~ a ~crrio\ s cUirL t benh

ranked. A more sophisticated view. ho ever. 1e 1n"s '.

player holds a mctaPurposoc in add it -iTn to i:n)

move is evaluated in terirts of Davo ff and *~ '- I~

,,%ith that payoff. This subjoct car,. he :eI ted --'

beyond the scope of this) inT' ~a n e: 4 .

A.ML in relatively simple situations of ~a-V-

presumptions are m-ade concern irr n:w s.

env iron Mont.

This requires rerciion of 'TI

aDeCt o f pUrpo Se fo0r ea-C h o f Io C .7)

t ra jec to r. Th e Qu e s t ion is s i at

re-cognize the stringencyv ol hi-s m:a1) a,.

by a certain time, or is he stfo 0 '

certain date? In real sitiiat ions ., en*. i'-)i, -f~>~

"Let's not go downhill" and, in so mm0 es.an -!m V~t '11r 1 " ~ '

acce- table.

Problems are defined by the recngn i ed di! fc renceos hot skcen t oO Oted

E:nd desired degrees of success,. In general. moore slringent rnetapiurpose

generates a larger array of problemns, each being defined by the expected date of

onset, duration, and degree of sev - ity. Less striving generally produces fewer

problems and, in the limit, the lackadaisical player has no problems. Purposive

play requires recognition of both the purpose and the inetapurpose of each of the

players.



The preceeding has been an overview of a general methodology for

anproaching the problem of tank warfare simulation. In the next section this

methodology is further elaborated in greater detail.

PRELIMINARY SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS FOR TANK WARFARE

I Introduction

The problern of designing an Adaptive Maneuvering Logic for controlling

the actions of one or more tanks in a battlefield simulation is a considerably

larger task than controllin- the ac-tions of one or more fighter planes in air-to-

air-combat simulation. Among the factors complicating the task are:

1. Terrain Features: Certain positions on the battlefield are inherently

advantageous due to cover. visabilitv and so forth. These shall be

called candidate positions.

2. Number and Length of Trial \ianeu,,er Paths: Movements of an

a irpl,ine are limited mainly by its maneuvering capabilities, its

altitude capabilities, and the earth's surface. And for most

,m uJver ing the latter two liminations do not apply. Tactical

d(,cislons are made rapidly and simulation flight paths can be

constru rted from elemental tactical moves. But with tanks, tactical

rC1oves may be based on movement over a span of minutes, making it

necessary to consider and evaluate rmanv more alternate paths. Th 5,

'inlike airplanes, tank decision control cannot be practically

S(- coriplished bv elemental dec ision r am ci rrs.

3. Multiple Variables: More para no to-r sr :nwv(ovd in the tnk

si mulation as compared with air-to-air-f o hat "ifilJlation --

( oncealtient, fog, rain, tank noise, aiM Or' i,'fh(. ,ti os

manew'uvering), hiittoned up or not. moirofh'ld , a, I l" ' ,r l trd

so forth.
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This is not to say, however, that it is an undoable task. In subsequent

sections, preliminary specifications are laid down for a computer program which

will accomplish the required decision control in a large class of situations. The

method involves a judicious combination of valuated state space techniques and

the Adaptive Maneuvering Logic -- two flexible approaches previously erriployed

by Decision Science, Inc. with considerable success. A model of the overall

mission or purpose of the battlefield operations is provided by a valuated state

space while the details of complex tactical movemrents are carried out by the

Adaptive Maneuvering Logic.

II The Grid

In the air simulations, for all practical purposes, relative positions of the

aircraft is the predominant consideration (ex(ept, Perhaps, for the direction of

the ground and the sun). But in the tank simulation, each land area has terrain

features that in general cannot be ignored -- buildings, roads, hills, trees,

boulders, rocks, sand, marsh, and so forth. In order to keep track of all these,

the battlefield region is partitioned into a grid of sqUares. The length of a side

of any one of the these grid squares can be set, say, between 10 and 50 meters.

To each grid square is associated a set of descriptive values -- hilly or flat, rocky

or smooth, trees and other cover or open. elevation, passable or impassable, and

so forth. Exact sizes and positions of biildings and possibly other features are

recorded by xy-coordinates. In addition., at any time the positions of all friendly

and enemy tanks can be defined in terms of either these grid squares or the

coordinates.

A Utility Function, consisting of a composite of attackability and

survivability, is computed for a tank relative to a second (enemy) tank using the

data associated with the position squares of the tanks and other data. The



t 'tilItv of al A It \ A .t

surviva6ilit and ,t i kt K i .\

Ill Valuated State ;n ( e of til. V [o',)

The mission of aI tank (or ,ro'i ) I i .) of ' -rnin' t,'h t!llt mf

a given tactical nareuver. \,l hi l i ta, tia l retreat in the face of a

confrontation might be ,ippropr at. ine one rn ijsson it could be inappropriate in

another, more agrzressi e miission. The relative inportances of survivability and

attackabilitv must be defined and deterriined in terms of the particular overall

mission governing the tank engAgiien t. Once the relative importances of

survivability and attackabilitv have been determined, the Utility of occupying a

position in a grid square can be assessed.

A preliminary valuated state space quantifying various tank missions is

given in Table IA. Both the survivability and attackability of a tank in a given

grid square depend upon various narirneters -- range to enemy tanks, available

cover, and so forth. Together, survivability and attackability determine the

overall Utility of a position.

IV Optjmal Tank Moves and Adaptive Maneuvering LogIc

Having laid down the battlefield context (the grid, the xy-coordinates, and

the associated terrain data) together with determining the Utility of a given tank

position relative to a second (enemy) tank in view of the mission and in terms of

survivability and attackability, it remains to lay out a method for using the

Adaptive Maneuvering Logic to find advantageous paths to advantageous grid

squares and to select a path for action. A path is advantageous if all of its grid

squares have high survivability, perhaps with high attackability, this, of course,

dependending upon the mission.
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As conceived, tank maneuvers (tactics) are determined as follows: an

initial position is given for the friendly and enemy tanks. Given the initial

position of the enemy tanks, each grid square in the field (or as many nearby the

friendly tank as real time permits) is evaluated as to its Utility (survivability and

attackability), relative to the enemy tank at its present position under the

assumption the friendly tank is instantaneously transported to those grid squares.

In this way, potentially advantageous positions for the friendly tank can be

identified.

Once several candidate squares have been identified, they are ordered

according to their Utility to the friendly tank. Some of these candidate squares

can be eliminated from immediate consideration: if the enemy tank can move to

a square which makes the friendly tank's Utility at the candidate square less than

it was at the initial positions of the two tanks, that candidate square is

temporarily rejected and a new candidate square is evaluated. In this way a new

ordering for the candidate squares is obtained depending upon the possible

responses of the enemy tank.

Define:

U as the friendly tank's Utility at its present positon and the enemy tank

at its present position.

U F' as the friendly tank's Utility at a candidate position and th? enemy at

its present position.

U F" as the friendly tank's Utility at a candidate position and the enemy

tank at some position "nearby its present position." For cach candidate square

determine the smallest U F for all "nearby squares" that the enemy tank may

occupy. Order the candidate square by maximum change in Utility, UF" - UF -

Once several possible advantageous moves are identified, there remains the

problem of maneuvering the tank.
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A choice is made based upon whether or not a satisfactory route can be

found to the candidate position, the time required to attain that position, and a

function of the collected Utilities of the relative positions of the tanks as the

position is being attained. Note that the survivability of a tank traversing a path

over grid squares is a product of the survivability of the tank at each square it

traverses. The survivability of a tank at a given grid square is the probability of

its not being destroyed while occupying this grid square for one unit of time. If

the tank moves through even one square which has low survivability, then the

path also has low survivability no matter how survivable the tank is at other

squares on the path.

If a safe path (one with a certain minimal survivability) is found leading to

a highly advantageous grid square, the friendly tank begins to traverse that safe

path. But if there are no safe paths to the highly advantageous square, that grid

square is discarded from immediate consideration; and a different highly

advantageous square is evaluated for path survivability. If there are no safe

paths to any highly advantageous squares, then a deeper assessment of all

candidate squares is begun. It may be that a temporarily rejected candidate

square is in fact actually quite advantageous because there is no safe way for an

enemy tank to move to a square that would make the candidate square

disadvantageous. To determine this the paired positions of the friendy and

enemy tanks are assessed with respect to the survivability of each at each grid

square along their respective paths -- the friendly tank as it travels to the

candidate square and the enemy tank on its way to a square that makes the

candidate disadvantageous. If the overall survivability of the path of the enemy

tank is low enough (determined by the mission valuated state space), then there

is little danger that the enemy tank will attempt to traverse this path and

occupy the disadvantaging square. If similar calculations rule out all other paths
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to the disadvantaging square, then this square is deleted from the list of

disadvantaging squares for the given candidate square. If all possible

disadvantaging squares for this given candidate square are found to be unsafe for

the enemy tank to approach, then the candidate square is qua lifiedly

advantageous, since no enemy tank can safely pass to any disadvantaging square.

Action results immediately -- the friendly tank begins traversing the path to the

qualifiedly advantageous grid square. If no highly or qualifiedly advantageous

candidate square is available, then the tank may remain immobile or move to

some safe square, depending upon the mission.

In evaluating any given potential move by the friendly tank into an

adjacent position (including the present position) it is necessary to calculate the

overall Utili V (in terms of survivability and attackability) of this potential

friendly tank move coupled with a move by any enemy tank to one of its adjacent

positions (including its present position). If this overall utility is unacceptably

low, then this position is avoided by the friendly tank.

Throughout these calculations, a monitor routine checks the survivability

and attackability of the friendly tank during the present instant. If ever the

survivability falls below a certain minimum (depending on the mission) or if

attackability becomes high, then appropriate action is taken.

The Adaptive Maneuvering Logic is of course interactive. A completely

rie\w evaluation is initiated as real time permits.
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TAB[ E 1

THE ADAPTIVE MANFUVERING IOGIC IN lANK dAR!ARE

(A GLNERAI IZLD "I IRS-CUI")

1.. SurvivaI

1.1 (10) Phy i al Surv i i

1. 1.1 ( 5) Kill1 tK Fr, m~y

1.1 .1.1 , ) CalI fur -,iupport

1.1.1.1.1 (10) By Artillary (*)

1.1.1.1.2 (7) By Air

1.1.1.1.3 ( 5 ) By 1nfrlntry

1.1.1.2 (10) Shoot First

1.1.1. .1 ( ) Move to Contact

1.1.1.2.2 ( 6 ) ,-mbush

1.1.1.2.3 (0 ) u.ks.hot

1. I . . 2.3 (1 0) A1 ,rt.

1.1.1.3 ( 3) Ftrap

1.1.1.4 ( ) Fntice into nnn, j r

I. I 1 .5 ( 7 ) Iififo) ol i ,e

1.1.2 (10) Avoid Being Killed

1.1.?.1. (7) Avoid riet ction (Hide)

1.1.2.1.1 (10) Mask

1.1.?.1.1.1 (10) Using Terrain

1.1.2.1.1.2 ( 7 ) Using Camouflage

1.1.2.1.1.3 (2 ) Using Smoke

(*) NOTF: Appropriate Class Intervals follow the
lowest parameter in each case.
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1,1.2..2 (2 Diversion

.1 2. . I I ) Us in 9  S o e

1.1.2..?.? (8) Using Support Forces
1.1 .2.1 .2.3 ( 0 ) I Iv i lti p e Trails

1.1.2.].2.4 (0) Plcig Dt'coys

1 .1. .2 (10 ) void Fr ie;:y ,r': , ( n i m i / e
V u [I ( crdbi I i ty)

1.1 2. . 1 (10) Shield Ly Terrain

1.1. .2.2. ( 7 ) f utr l iie F, ;:y ",' :;, is

11.2,2.21 (1 ) Usifig [ICM

.l .2.2.2.2 ( 0 ) Ch( liI Ca 1 M iis

1 .1 . 2.2.2.3 ( 5 ) 1:,o-e

1.1.2.2.2.4 ( / ) By Disrup ting His
Sol ut iun1.1.2.2.2.5 ( 1 ) By lliteat

.1.2.2.2.5.1 ( 5 ) Using Fu 'Fuu t

1.1.2.2.2.5.2 (2 ) False
C O. ;u T i t 1 ( _ i a 1S

1.1.3 ( 7 ) P pul se A tack

1.1.3.1 ( 8 ) Block Advance

1. 1.3. 1. 1 (10) Through Physical Xans

I.1 -3.1. 1.1 (5 M .i n es

1.1.3.1.1.2 (0 ) Chemical .arfare

1.1.3.1 .1 3 (3 ) Tank Trap

1.1.3.1.2 (2) Psychological fear

1.1.3.2 (10) Force Retreat

S1.1.3.2.1 (10) Physical Fxercise of Pow er

1.1.3.?.2. (3) Psycholejical Fear

TABLE 1 (CONTINUID)
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1.2 (3) Psychological Survival (Self-preservation)

1.2.1 (i0) Avoid Being A Covward

1.2.1.1 ( 5 ) M inimize Responsibility (Non-volunteer)

1.2.1.2 (I0) Accept Assigned Risk

1.?.2 ( 8 ) Be Stalwart

1.2.2.1 (I() Duonstrate Cuopetence

1.2.2.1.1 (IO) Skill

1.2.2.1.2 ( 5) Rested Condition

1 .2.2.1 .3 ( 8 ) Pei dy F(Iu if1m; e nt

1.2.2.2 (8) Diomstrate Dedication

1. 2.3 ( 2 ) Be a 11 ro

1.2.3.1 (i ) By Being Clever

1.2.3.2 (1) Be Cuneratirig Charisma

1.2.3.3 (1 ) Ly Sti(c sful Risk Taking
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TABt E IA

THE ADAPTIVE MANEUVERING LOGIC IN TANK WARFARE

(PARTICULARIZED FOR THE SELECTED EXAMPLE)

1. PURPOSE OF TANK COMMANDER IN COMBAT ENVIRONMENT

1.1 (10) OWN SURVIVAL

1.1.1. (3) AVOID DETECTION

1.1.1.1. (10) MASK FROM ENEMY VISUAL DETECTION

1.1.1.1.1. (10) BY USE OF TERRAIN

10 7 5 3 0

COMPLETELY >75% 75% > 50 50% > 25% COMPLETELY
CONCEALED CONCEALED CONCEALED CONCEALED EXPOSED

1.1.1.1.2. (2) BY USE OF SMOKE

10 5 0

EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE INEFFECTIVE
AND BUT

PERSISTING RAPIDLY
DISSIPATING

1.1.1.1.3. (5) BY USE OF CAMOUFLAGE

10 7 3 0

EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE AT IMPEDES NOT
TO WITHIN ,LONG-RANGE CASUAL EFFECTIVE
WEAPON RANGE (BEYOND DETECTION

WEAPON RANGE)

1.1.1.2. (3) MASK FROM ENEMY ELECTROMAGNETIC DETECTION

1.1.1.2.1 (10) BY COMMUNICATIONS-E(ECTRONICS SILENCE

10 3 0

COMPLETELY INTERMITIENT UNRESTRICTED
SILENT RADIATION EMISSIONS

1.1.1.2.2. (3) BY JAMMING

10 7 5 0

FULL SPECTRUM SELECTED SELECTED NO JAMMING
JAMMED FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

JAMMED INTERMITIENT

1.1.1.2.3. (5) BY MERGING WITH TERRAIN

10 3 0

TOTAL RADAR PARTIAL RADAR NO TERRAIN

MASKING MASKING MASKING FEATURE
POSSIBLE POSSIBLE AVAILABLE



1.1.1.3. (5) MASK FROM ENEMY ACCOUSTIC DETECTION is

1.1.1.3.1 (10) BY ACCOUSTIC SILENCE

10 -_ - 8 - - 4 0

COMPLETELY SILENT TO SILENT IN NOISY AND
SILENT AUDIBLE ACCOUSTICALLY ACCO'!STICALLY

DETECTION IDENTIFIABLE IDENTIFIATLE
BEYOND FIELD EMISSIONS EMISSIO',S
OF VISIBILITY

1.1.1.3.2. (5) BY ACCOUSTIC JAMMING

10 _ __3 0

SELF-NOISE SELF-NOISE NO JAMMING
OBLITERATED OBSCURED

1.1.1.4. (2) DIVERT ENEMY ATTENTION ELSEWHERE

1.1.1.4.1. (10) BY SMOKE

10, 5 ___ 0

EXCLUSIONARY MOMENTARY ALERT ENEMY
DIVERSION DIVERSION TO PRESENCE

1.1.1.4.2. (5) BY COMMUNICATIONS DECEPTION

10 5 -0

LASTING MOM7NTARY ALERT ENEMY
DIVERSION DIVERSION TO PRESENCE

1.1.1.4.3. (2) BY ACCOUSTIC DECEPTION/DECOY

10 -_ _55 -_ _ 0

EXCLUSIONARY MOMENTARY ALERT ENEMY
DIVERSION DIVERSION TO PRESENCE

1.1".1.4.4. (2) BY ELECTROMAGNETIC DECEPTION/DECOY

10 5 0
EXCLUSIONARY MOMENTARY ALERT ENEMY
DIVERSION DIVERSION TO PRESENCE

1.1.2. (10) AVOID DAMAGE FROM ENEMY WEAPONS

1.1.2.1. (10) AVOID DAMAGE FROM SURFACE-TO-SURFACE WEAPONS

1.1.2.1.1. (10) SHIELD FROM EFFECTS OF WEAPONS

1.1.2.1.1.1. (10) BY USE OF TERRAIN FOR COVER

10 7 5 3 1 0
COMPLETELY >75% 50 > 75% 20 > 50% 10 > 25% COMPLETELY
COVERED COVERED COVERED EXPOSED

1.1.2.1.1.2. (5) BY USE OF PROTECTIVE ARMOR

10 - 6 _2 0____o

ARMOR FRONT ARMOR FRONT GREATEST GREATEST
TO ENEMY LINE TO > 50% ARC VULNERA- VULNERABILITY

OF FIRE OF FIRE BILITY TO EXPOSED
>50% ARC
OF FIRE



1.1.2.1.1.3. (3) BY USE OF PERSONNEL PROTECTIVE MEASURES

I 1. .1.1 .3.1. (10) BY " ,ITC IN S-UP" TANK
19

10 0

BUTTONED-UP HATCr! S OPEN

1.1.2.1.1.3.2. (5) BY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING/GAS YASK

10 0

YES NO

1.1.2.1.2. (5) IMPAIR ACCURACY OF WEAPON

1.1.2.1.2.1. (10) BY DISRUPTING GUIDANCE

1.1.2.1.2.1.1. (10) BY SUPPRESSIVE FIRE

10 0

GUIDANCE GUIDANCE
SOURCE SOURCE

WITHIN OWN BEYOND OWN
WEAPON WEAPON
RANGE RANGE

1.1.?.1.2.1.2. (3) BY ELECTRONIC/IR COUNrERyE ASURES/CECOY

10 0

WEA-ON WEADt
', 

NOT
SUSCEPTI'FrE TO S'!SC TIEE

COl'NT L R'EAS, RE S

1.1.2.1.2.1.3. (5) BY "JINKING XA'EUVERS

10 0

EFFECTIVE NOT EFFECTIVE

1.1.2.1.2.2. (5) BY OBSCURING 'POINT OF AIM'

1.1.2.1.2.2.1. (10) BY SVOK7

10 _ 0

EFFECTIVE NOT EFFECTIVE

1.1.2.1.2.2.2. (5) BY TERRAIN

10 -_ 0

EFFECTIVE NOT EFFECTIVE

1.1.2.1.3. (3) AVOID RANGE OF WEAPON

1.1.2.1.3.1. (10) BY DETECTING FIRING SOURCE OUTSIDE ITS RANGE

I0 -- 6 0

WELL OUTSIDE JUST OUTSIDE WITHIN RANGE

1.1.2.1.3.2. (3) BY FREEDOM TO MAEUVER

10 5 0

COMPLETE LIMITEO NOT FREE TO
FREEDOM OF MANEUVER MANEUVER
MANEUVER ROOM



1.1.2.1.3.3. (5) BY SUPERIOR SPEED AND MAREU,'EPABILITY

10 2 0 
20

SUPERIOR EQUAL ENEMY SUPERIOR

1.1.2.2. (5) AVOID DAMAGE FROM AIR-TO-SURFACE WEAPONS

1.1.2.2.1. (i0) SHIELD FROM EFFECTS OF WEAPONS

1.1.2.2.1.1. (10) BY USE OF TERRAIN FOR COVER

I0 __ 7 _ _ __- _ 1 _ --

COMPLETELY >75% 50 > 7s% 2s > 50. 10 > 25. COLETELY

COVERED COVERED COVERED COVERED COVERED EXPOSED

1.1.2.2.1.2. (2) BY USE OF PRDTECTIVE ARYOR

0 _ 6 2 _ 0

ARMOR FRONT ARMOR FRONT GREATEST GREATEST

TO ENEMY LINE TO > 50% ARC VULNERA- VULNLEABILITY

OF FIRE OF FIRE BILITY TO EXPOSED
>50% ARC
OF FIRE

1.1.2.2.1.3. (3) BY USE OF PERSONN EL PROTECTIVE MEAS'JRES

1.1.2.2.1.3.1, (10) BY "BUTTONING-UP" TANK

.. __ 1o _... .. 0 ---

"BUTTONED-UP" HATCHES OPEN

1.1.2.2.1.3.2. (3) BY PROTECTIVE CLOTHINO,/GAS MASK

10 0 . .

YES NO

1.1.2.2.1.4. (5) BY USE OF TERRAIN FOR PRE-MATURE FUSE DETONATION

lO_ 5 - _ __ _

DENSE OVER- MODERATE NO OVER-

FOILAGE OVERFOILAGE FOILAGE

1.1.2.2.2. (5) IMPAIR ACCURACY OF WEAPON

1.1.2.2.2.1. (10) BY COUNTER-FIRE

10 -_O_ 0

GUIDANCE GUIDANCE

SOURCE SOURCE

WITHIN OWN BEYOND OWN

WEAPON WEAPON
RANGE RANGE

1.1.2.2.2.2. (3) BY ELECTRONICS/IR COUNTERMEASURES/DECOY

10 ____ -_. . 0 _

WEAPON WEAPON NOT

SUSCEPTIBLE TO SUSCEPTIBLE

COUNTERMEASURES

1.1.2.2.2.3. (5) BY "JINKING" MANEUVERS

10 _ _

EFFECTIVE NOT EFFECTIVE



1.1.2.2.3. (3) AVOID RANGE OF WEAPON
21

1.1.2.2.3.1. (10) BY DETECTING FIRING SOURCE OTUSIDE ITS RA'3E

I0 I1___ 0

WELL OUTSIDE JUST OUTSIDE WITHIN RANGE

1.1.2.2.3.2. (5) BY FREEDOM TO MANEUVER

10 5 0

COMPLETE LIMITED NOT FREE TO
FREEDOM OF MANEUVER MANEUVER
MANEUVER ROOM

1.1.3 (5) AVOID DAMAGE FROM OWN ACTION

1.1.3.1. (10) AVOID DAMAGE FROM TERRAIN

1.1.3.1.1. (10) AVOID STEEP DECLINE/INCLINE

10 7 -3 0

LEVEL GENTLY RO!LING HILLY STEEP CLIFFS
TERRAIN TERRAIN

1.1.3.1.2. (3) AVOID COLLISION WITH OBSTRUCTIONS

10 7 3 0

CLEAR OPEN OCCASIONAL PROFUSELY DIRECTION
TERRAIN ROCK/TREE ROCKY, BLOCKED BY

OBSTRUCTION FORRESTED OBSTRUCTION

1.1.3.1.3. (5) AVOID DEEP WATER/ .UD/SNOW

10 7 3 0

SOLID, SMOOTH TRACTION PASSABLE BUT IMPASSABLE
SURFACE OCCASIONALLY SPEED/

CONDITIONS SLO ED BY MANEUVER

BY MUD/SNOW SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPEDED

1.1.3.2. AVOID DAMAGE FROM FRIENDLY FORCES

1.1.3.2.1. (3) BY COLLISION

10 7 - 3 0

NO FRIENDLY TRAFFIC HEAVY "TRAFFIC JAM"
FORCE IN WELL-DISPERSED TRAFFIC CONGESTION

NEAR VICINITY AND CONTROLLED

1.1.3.2.2. (10) BY MOVEMENT INTO FIELD OF FIRE

10 3 __ _ 3
MOVEMENT WELL SOME RISK IN DIRECT
CLEAR OF FIELD OF DAMAGE PATH OF FIELD

OF FIRE FROM OF FIRE
INACCURATE

FALL OF SHOT

1.1.3.2.3. (5) BY MOVEMENT INTO FRIENDLY EMPLACED OBSTACLES

10 0

AVOID FAIL TO AVOID



1.1.3.3. (3) AVOID A,'I , " .,

1.1.3.3.1. (IC) AV0 : MI1 Ni lt E S

10 0

AVOID FAIL TO AV9:0

1.1.3.3.2. (5) AVOID TAINK TK A SIAC C ES

I0 0

AVOID FAIL TO AVOID

1.1.4. (3) PROVIOE PHYSICAL SuSTL',A',CE

1.1.4.1 (5) SUSTAIN PERSONN--L

1.1.4.1.1. (10) MAINTAIN PHYSICAL STRiNSTH

1.1.4 1.1.1. (10) PROVIDE NOLRISH E',T (FOOD AND .TER)

10 7 5 2 0

RECENTLY AND PROVIDED PROVIDED THIRSI AD ,i ", l Y

ABUNDANTLY WITHIN LAST W KHIN LAST H.:0 " DA' IN -

PROVIDED SIX HOURS 12 HOURS DISTRACT I T- : i- -'' .1
E ICIE'SCY

1.1.4,1.I .2. (3) PROV252 P DEWATE PEST

10 7 5 2 0

WELL RESTED ADEQ''TE A0QLUATE FATIC'_ E W T.E

STA INA FO&. STAMINA FOR I RA ,I ' , A,

NEX T 4- NEXT 2-4 FkTPv ST:'":
'"

I'HS pOU P S

1.1.4.1.1.3. (5) AVOID E X. T S 0F HE.T OR COtD

10 5 2 0

MODERATE HEAT OR COLD HEAT OR COLD AT T-.KKID

AMBIEN T A MI NCP SICN If ICA NTLY OF I N? '_ n & A 21
; ,A71

O N

TE'PERATKRES DISC"LDFT DISCOMfO 1lN G FR2M PE . 0P KKI,

1.1.4.1.2. (5) MAINTAIN YE-NTAL ALERI!ESS

10 5 2 D

KEENLY ALFRT GE NJPAF LY DRO"SY An ASLEEP

AND ATTENTIVE ALERT INA TENIIVE
OCCAS IONAL
LAPSE OF
ATTENTION

1.1.4.2. (10) SUSTAIN EQUIPMENT

1.1.4.2.1. (5) MAINTAIN ADEQUATE AMMUNITION SUPPLY

In 8 6 4 2 FT

LOADED TO 
OUT OF

CAPACITY >75% 75 > 50% 50 > 25% <251 Av"LITION

1.1.4.2.3. (10) MAINTAIN ADE:UAIE FUEL SUPPLY

10 _ 8 6 4 2 0
- OUT OF

FUELED TO >75% 75 > 50% 50 > 25% ,25% FUEL

CAPACITY



1.1.4.2.3. (3) MAINTAIN EQUIPMLNT OPERABILITY

0- 23
10 7 5 2 23

FULL SYSTEMS OPERATIONALLY UPtKAIiUNALL'i N 0T RE
e q

CAPABILITY READY WITH READY WITH OPERATIONALLY NOT MOBILE
MINOR SYSTEM SIGNIFICANT READY BUT
DEGRADATION DEGRADATION MOBILE

1.2 (5) ENEMY DESTRUCTION

1.2.1. (10) DESTROY ENEMY BY OWN FIREPOWER

1.2.1.1. (5) FIRE WEAPON WITHIN EFFECTIVE RANGE

10 5 - 2 - 0 ___

WITHIN MOST AT MAXIMUM AT MAXIMUM BEYOND
EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE RANGE RANGE

RANGE RANGE

1.2.1.2. (2) FIRE WEAPON FOR MAXIMUM LETHALITY (OPTIMAL AIM POINT)

0 _ __ _ 5 O__ _

LINE OF FIRE LINE OF FIRE -LINE OF FIRE
TO ENEMY'S TO ENEMY'S TO ENEMY'S
GREATEST MEDIAN GREATEST

VULNERABILITY VULNERABILITY STRENGTH

1.2.1.3. (3) FIRE WEAPON FOR MAXIMUM ACCURACY

10 5 0

CAREFUL AIM LESS THAN NO FIRE
OPTIMUM FIRE OPTIMUM FIRE CONTROL

CONTROL CONTROL SOLUTION
SOLUTION SOLUTION

1.2.1.4. (10) SHOOT FIRST

10 _ _ 5 0 __

FIRST SIMULTANEOUSLY ENEMY SHOOTS

FIRST

1.2.2. (5) DESTROY ENEMY BY SUPPORT FORCE FIREPOWER

1.2.2.1. (10) BY ARTILLERY SUPPORT

10 5 3 0

DEDICATED. DIRECT GENERAL GENERAL NOT
DIRECT SUPPORT SUPPORT SUPPORT SUPPORT AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY ON 5-MINUTE 15-MINUTE 30-MINUTE

CALL RESPONSE RESPONSE RESPONSE

1.2.2.2. (3) BY INFANTRY SUPPORT

I0 __ 3 1 0
AVAILABLE IN AVAILABLE AVAILABLE NOT
FAVORABLE WITH WITH AVAILABLE

POSITION FOR 15-MINUTE 30-MINUTE
IMMEDIATE RESPONSE DELAY DELAY

1.2.2.3. (5) BY ATTACK HELICOPTER SUPPORT

10 _-- 5 3 _ 0 _ 

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE 30-MINUTE NOT
IMMEDIATELY WITH WITH DELAY AVAILABLE

ON CALL 5-MINUTE 10-MINUTE
RESPONSE RESPONSE



1.2.2.4. (2) BY CLOSE AIR SUPPORT 24

10 5 3 1 0

AVAILABLE AVAILABLE AVAILABLE 30-MINUTE NOT
IMMEDIATELY WITH WITH DELAY AVAILABLE

ON CALL 5-MINUTE 10-MINUTE
RESPONSE RESPONSE

1.2.3. (2) DESTROY OR NEUTRALIZE ENEMY BY ENTRAPMENT

1.2.3.1. (10) LURE INTO MINEFIELD

10 5 2 0
MINEFIELD IN MINEFIELD MINEFIELD NO MINEFIELD
DIRECT PATH OF ASTRIDE WOULD REQUIRE EMPLACED
ENEMY ADVANCE LOGICAL SIGNIFICANT

ROUTE WITH DIVERGENCE
SOME DIVERGENCE FROM PATH
FROM PATH OF OF ADVANCE

ADVANCE

1.2.3.2. (3) LURE INTO OPEN, EXPOSED POSITION

10 7 5 2 0

IN DIRECT IN ROUTE TO IN ROUTE TO DIVERSION NOT FEASIBLE
PATH OF PROBABLE DESIRABLE FROM WITH
ENEMY OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE OF OBJECTIVE SURPCONDING
ADANCE OPPORTUNITY REQUIRED TERRAIN

1.2.3.3. (5) LURE INIO PREPARED OBSTACLE

10 7 2 0

OBSTACLE IN 03STACLE IN OBSTACLE OFF NO OBSTACLE
OPTIMAL G-NERAL PATH GENERAL E PL C F

INTERPOSED OF ENE i PATH OF
POSITION ADVANCE ADVANC-

1.2.3.4. (2) LURE INTO NATURAL OBSTPUCTION OR DCA G-R

10 7 2 0

OBSTACLE IN OBSTACLE IN OBSTACLE OFF NO NATURAL
OPTIMAL GENERAL PATH GENERAL OBSTRUCTION

INTERPOSED OF ENEMY PATH OF
POSITION ADVANCE ADVANCE

1.2.4. (3) DESTROY OR NEUTRALIZE ENEMY BY L'.: YING SUSTEN4ACE

1.2.4.1. (10) DESTROY OR BLOCK SOURCE OF AMMU ITION SUPPLY

- 10-O10 --- 7 3 _ 3 0
SOURCE OF SOURCE OF SOURCE OF SOURCr OF
SUPPLY IN SUPPLY SUPPLY SUPPLY
SIGHT AND ACCESSIBLE ACCESSIBLE UNKNOWN OR

IN RANGE OF WITH MOVEMENT WITH MOVEMENT INVULNERABLE
WEAPON OF LOW OF MODERATE TO OWN

VULNERABILITY VULNERABILITY WEAPON

1.2.4.2. (7) DESTROY OR BLOCK SOURCE OF FUEL SUPPLY

_ 0- . . . . . 7 . . . . .3 0 _ o

SOURCE OF SOURCE OF SOURCE OF SOURCE OF
SUPPLY IN SUPPLY SUPPLY SUPPLY
SIGHT AND ACCESSIBLE ACCESSIBLE UNKNOWN OR

IN RANGE OF WITH MOVEMENT WITH MOVEMENT INVULNERABLE
WEAPON OF LOW OF MODERATE TO OWN

VULNERABILITY VULNERABILITY WEAPON



1.2.4.3. (2) DESTROY OR BLOCK ACCESS TO MAINTENANCE SUPPORT 25

10 - 7 3 0

SOURCE OF ACCESS ROUTE ACCESS ROUTE NEITHER

SUPPORT IN VULNERABLE TO VULNERABLE TO SOURCE NOR
SIGHT AND IN INTERDICTION INTERDICTION ACCESS ROUTE

RANGE OF WEAPON FROM FROM POSITION ACCESSIBLE
COVERED OF MODERATE
POSITION VULNERABILITY

1.2.4.4. (3) ENTICE INEFFECTIVE AMMUNITION EXPENDITURE

10 7 5 3 0

RAPID FIRE FIRE BEYOND FIRE WITH LOW FIRE WITH FIRE WITH
AT PHANTOM EFFECTIVE PROBABILITY LOW HIGH
TARGETS WITH RANGE OF OF HIT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
HARMLESS FALL WEAPONS OF DAMAGE OF KILL

OF SHOT

1.2.4.5. (3) ENTICE INEFFECTIVE FUEL EXPENDITURE

10 5 0
HIGH HIGH LOW

CONSUMPTION CONSUMPTION CDNSU' PTION
RATE WITH NO RATE WITH! RATE WITH NO

FORWARD PROGRESS LITTLE WASTED
TOWARD OBJECTIVE FORWARD MOVEMENT

PROGRESS VIS-A-VIS
TOWARD OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE

1.2.4.6. (2) DISSIPATE PERSO',NEL STRENGTH

5 0

HIGH ENERGY LOW ENERGY
EXPENOITUKE DEMAND

NO OPPORTUNITY WELL RESTED
FOR REST. NO SENSORY

HIGH SFNSORY DISCOMFORT
DISCOMFORT



TABLE 2

ALLOCABLE RESOURCES

TANK

MANEUVERABILITY

ARMOR SHIELD

SMOKE GRENADE LAUNCHER

SMOKE GENERATOR

FUEL STATE (ENDURANCE)

MAINTENANCE STATE

WEAPONS

MAIN ARMAMENT

COAXIAL WEAPON

LOADER'S WEAPON

COMMANDER'S WEAPON

AMMUNITION STATE (ENDURANCE)

AMMUNITION STATE (ENDURANCE)

PERSONNEL

PHYSICAL ENDURANCE

MENTAL ENDURANCE

LEVEL OF NBC PROTECTIVE READINESS

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

REPORT SITUATION

REQUEST SUPPORTING ARMS

REQUEST LOGISTICS SUPPORT
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INTRODUCTION

This second quarterly R & D Status Report covers the

work performed by Decision Science, Inc. under Contract

Number MDA903-81-C-0509 during the period 12 January 1982

through 10 March 1982. The scope of work of the total nine-

month term of this contract effort is to include consultation

with experts in main battle tank operations; the construction

of a valuated state space for defining the purpose and measur-

ing achievement of the tank commander in combat; and the

creation of the architecture, flow diagrams and initial soft-

ware specifications for a computer program for controllina

simulated tank maneuvers according to the dictates of the

valuated state space as applied by the Adaptive Maneuvering

Logic (AML). The objective of the work is to demonstrate the

feasibility of a computer program for tank warfare simulation

that incorporates the AML technique to provide an intelligently

interactive opponent tank in simulated ground combat engagement

with a human (trainee) controlled tank. The AML adaptation

for ground combat simulation would lend a significant new

dimension in the field of computer-generated simulation.

The First Progress Report, hand delivered and briefed

at DARPA Headquarters on 12 January 1982, described the

underlying concept of the hierarchic valuated state space

and provided an illustrative example of a valuated state

space of the Tank Commander's Purpose in combat. The latter
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was constructed on the basis of interaction with tank warfare

experts at the U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox, and

documentation provided through those sources as well as

sources at Army Headquarters, the Pentagon, and at the Defense

Intelligence Agency. As further described in the First

Progress Report, this valuated state space, in conjunction

with a grid system to delineate small, discrete sectors of

the combat engagement area, provided the basis for evaluating

candidate positions for the AML Tank vis-a-vis the opponent

or Trainee Tank. An optimum candidate grid position was then

selected. Work during the recent period concentrated on the

development and testing of an algorithm for determining the

"best" path for reaching the selected "best" candidate posi-

tion. The Discussion which follows describes the evolution

of the algorithm and provides an illustrative example of its

application.
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DISCUSSION

Having selected the "best" candidate grid position

for the AML Tank to occupy relative to the present grid

position of the Trainee Tank, it then becomes necessary to

select the "best" path for the AML Tank to traverse to gain

that position. Just as the best candidate position was

selected on the basis of optimizing the AML Tank's utility,

so, too, can a "best" path be selected on the basis of

Utility Function optimization. There is a difference, how-

ever, in that the Utility Function of the path must appropri-

ately aggregate the individual utility values of all of the girid

squares throuqhout the course of the path. It must be sensi-

tive to opportunities to improve the defensive or offensive

posture of the AML Tank en route to the destination, avoid

adverse features of terrain, and allow for circuitous routing

that may well extend outside the area encompassing both the

initial and the destination grid positions. Additionally,

the overall Utility of a path must be particularly sensitive

to any high risk grid squares through which it passes and

impart the appropriate degree of aggressiveness to the AML

Tank according to the tank commander's mission or purpose as

defined by the Valuated State Space (i.e., relative importances

accorded those parameters of "own survival" vis-a-vis those of

"enemy destruction").

-3-



Throughout the period of this report, a major effort

has been directed toward the development and testing of an

algorithm for path selection that incorporates each of the

foregoing considerations. The algorithm draws on the

Valuated State Space of the Tank Commander's Purpose to derive

utility measures of "survivability" and "attackability" for

the AML Tank at each grid square along successively expanding

paths terminatino at the destination grid square. It then

combines these measures to determine a single utility value

for each alternative path at each expansion and selects as the

"best" path that path of highest utility value. The process

is repeated as the area of investigation is incrementally

expanded, square by square, outward from the destination

grid square until encompassing the AML Tank's present position

or point of origin. Finally, the area is expanded sufficiently

beyond the point of path origin to allow for the possibility

that the best path may lead initially in a direction opposite

or away from the point of destination. The algorithm can

perhaps be best described by its step-by-step application in

an illustrative example.

Figure I depicts a combat engagement area with grid

reference system superimposed. Note that there are twenty

grid squares horizontally across the x-axis and sixteen grid

squares vertically up the y-axis. Grid squares are identified

by numbers separated by comma, referring first to column

from left to right (west to east) across the x-axis and then

to row from bottom to top (south to north) up the y-axis.
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The grid square at the lower-left corner, for example, is

identified as (1,1); the grid square at the upper-right

corner (20,16), the grid square at the center (10,8), and so

forth. The tank symbol at (9, 13) represents our 'opponent'

tank (Trainee Tank) who has pinned down a squad of "friendly'

troops in a moderately forrested area in and around grid

squares (12,9) and (73,10). The initial position of the

"friendly" tank (A ML Tank) is shown at Point A just to the

left of grid square (1,5). The tank symbol at square (17, 13)

indicates the candidate arid position selected by AML rocsrar

as the optimum position for the AML Tank relative to the

Trainee Tank's position. The problem now is to determine

the most advantageous or "best" path for the At-L Tank to

follow in traversing from Point A to Point R.

Before den nstratinq how thce alaorithr is ap'pl1 id to

determine the best path, some further exo lanation of th

battlefield terrain depicted in Figure 1 ray be in order.

Immediately to the left of the Trainee Tank is a steep cliff

(impassable). Atop this cliff in and immediately surroundinn

grid squares (5, 13), (6, 12) and (6, 13), is a plateau

area sloping off less severely (passable) to the left (west).

Rinninq the area to the ri ght from grid sluares (1,6) and (1,7)

curving first easterly then northerly and finally westerly

to grid square (12, 16) is a river, impassable for crossing

but affording a covered, trafficable route immediately

between the bank and riverbed. Trees line and overhang both

banks of the river providing cover and concealment from the
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air. Contour lines generally surrounding grid squares (10, 15);

(11, 6); and (16, 13) represent hills that would provide cover

from ground fire originating from the opposite sides. The

symbols in the vicinity of grid squares (5, 8), (6, 6) and

(7, 6) depict brush and foliage offering some partial conceal-

ment from both ground and air detection. The curved, broken

line describing an arc centered at the position of the Trainee

Tank indicates the effective lethal range of its main armament.

As noted earlier, the algorithm for best path determination

corbines the utility measures of "survivability" and "attack-

ability" for all grid squares along a path to determine a

single utility value for the path as a whole. Referring to

Figure 2, the utility measures for "survivability," "attack-

ability" and overall Utility are shown for each grid square

(reading from top to bottom within the square, respectively)

as evaluated from the Valuated State Space for that particular

grid square, assuming it were the position of the AML Tank

relative to the Opponent or Trainee Tank at its present

position (i.e., grid square (9, 13). The overall Utility for

each grid square is based on importance weights for "surviv-

ability" and "attackability" of 10 and 5, respectively.

Recall that these utility measures are derived from the

Valuated State Space of the Tank Commander's Purpose, as des-

cribed in the previous Progress Report dated 12 January 1982.

(The utility measure of "survivability" derives from those

parameters of purpose included under "Own Survival"--

"attackability" from those parameters included under "Enemy

6-



Destruction"). Although a key determininq factor in the

selection of the best candidate grid position or destina-

tion, the overall utility value for each grid square does

not, per se, figure into th- calculus of overall path utility.

But rather, the latter is calcualted according to the

formula:

U K( DFT) K2 i=F
i ~1= =1 ) 2

where U is the Utility of the path;

n
DFA. is the product of the utility

i=1 i

measures of Defensive Posture of the AML Tank ("survivability"

value) at each of the n grid points along the path;

n
IT DFT is the product of the utility

i=1 i

measures of Defensive Posture of the Trainee Tank (1-AML Tank's

"attackability" value) at its stationary position relative to

each of the n grid points along the AML Tank's path;

K1  is the relative importance weight

assigned to enemy destruction or "attackability"; and

K2  is the relative importance weight assigned

to own survival or "survivability" according to the Valuated

State Space of Tank Commander's Purpose.

With the utility of any given path determined according

to the above formula, the next step in the algorithm is the

derivation of that path of highest utility from point of

origin to point of destination. This is accomplished by
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calculatino the utility of paths to Point B from all points

on successively expanded squares about the point of destina-

tion, Point B, until encompassing the point of origin, Point A;

and then continuing the expansion procedure sufficiently to

locate or foreclose the possibility of the path of highest

utility being one that moves initially in a direction away

from Point B.

To illustrate, Figures 3 through 30 show the first three

expansion sequences. Referring to Figure 3, the first or

smallest square of grid squares about Point B is outlined by

the heavy black line. This square encompasses grid squares

(18, 13), (18, 12), (17, 12) and (17, 13) of the combat

engagement area depicted in Figure 1. Numbers appearing

between vertices are the utility measures of Defensive

Posture of the Trainee and AML Tank, respectively, (DFT and DFA)

corresponding to the "attackability" and "survivability"

measures for that grid square. To facilitate identification

of vertices, a new coordirate system will be used with

Point B at the origin, x positive to the riQht and y posi-

tive up. Vertex (1, 1) is then the upper right-hand corner

of the outlined square; (0,1) the upper center vertex;

(-1, -1) the lower left-hand corner, and so forth. At this

first square, there are eight points (vertices) from which the

utility of the path from that point to Point B is calculated

according to the formula:

n n

U = Kj(1 -n DF T) + K2 Y DFA
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From each point or vertex there is one path of highest

utility. Each such path is determined as follows:

(1) Select one of the center vertices leading directly

in toward Point B, for example (1,0).

(2) Calculate the Utility of the direct path to

Point B. Record the Utility value, the products,
n n
YIIDF T and TDF A9 and indicate the direction of

the path by arrowhead,O, as shown in Figure 4.

(3) Proceeding counterclockwise around Point B, repeat

the procedure for each of the remaining three vertices

leading directly in toward Point B, as shown in

Fi gure 5.

(4) Starting with the first vertex in a counterclockwise

direction from the originally selected vertex, in

this case corner vertex (1, 1), calculate the Utility

of the path from that vertex leading in a clockwise

direction. Record the Utility value, the products,

TDF Tand !IDF A9 and direction of the path by

arrowhead, . See Figure 6.

(5) Proceeding to the next adjacent counterclockwise

vertex, in this case vertex (0, 1), calculate the

Utility of the path from that vertex leading in a

clockwise direction. Compare the Utility value of

the clockwise path with that of the recorded (in

other words, inward) path, select the path of

highest utility, and retain or change the recorded

Utility value, products, !iDF T and IIPF A' and

*Note that in this instance n is equal to one.
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arrowhead direction as appropriate. In the case

of the illustrative example, the Utility of the

recorded inward path exceeds that of the clockwise

path. As shown in Figure 7, the clockwise path is

therefore eliminated, and the Utility value,

products TIDF Tand lDF A 5 and arrowhead direc-

tion iof the inward path are retained as the

recorded path from that vertex. Continue the Procedure

moving successively to the next counterclockwise

vertex, checking the path in a clockwise direction

until the Utility value of the clockwise path from

each vertex has been calculated and recorded at

the corner vertices, together with products,

FTDF T and JOF A , and arrowhead direction, or

compared with the presently recorded Utility values

at the center vertices and the recorded Utility

values, products and arrowhead direction at those

vertices retained or changed as appropriate to

indicate the higher Utility of the two paths

compared. See Figure 8.

(6) Starting with the first vertex in a clockwise direc-

tion from the originally selected vertex, in this

case corner vertex (1, -1), calculate the Utility

of the path from that vertex leading in a counter-

clockwise direction. Compare the Utility value of

the counterclockwise path with that of the presently

recorded path (in this case the clockwise path),
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select the path of highest Utility, and retain

or change the recorded Utility value, products,

IIDFT n 1F and arrowhead direction as

appropriate. See Figure 9. Continue the procedure,

moving successively to the next clockwise vertex,

checking the path in ;, counterclockwise direction

until the counterclockwise path from each vertex

has been checked, and the recorded Utility value,

products and arrowhead at each vertex retained or

changed as appropriate to indicate the highest

Utility path from that vertex to Point B. See

F ig ure 10 .

Note that in the case of the illustrative example (still

referring to Figure 10), the Utility of the counterclockwise

path from the first vertex checked, vertex (1, -1) exceeds

that of the "presently recorded" clockwise path from that

vertex. The clockwise path is therefore eliminated in favor

of the counterclockwise path. The Utility value, products

EF OT and !IIF A , and arrowhead direction are changed to

those of the counterclockwise path which then become the

"1presently recorded" path values and direction for any subse-

quent comparisons at that vertex (until or unless some subse-

quent comparison should dictate another change) and for

calculating the Utility Values of any path leading to it. No

change occurs at vertex (0, -1) where the inward path is

retained, nor at vertex (-1, -1) where the clockwise path is

retained. Moving to the next clockwise vertex, vertex (-1, 0),



it is seen that the counterclockwise path from that vertex

would lead directly against the arrowhead at the next vertex,

it having been determined that the best path from that vertex

is the clockwise path leading to vertex (-1, 0). Obviously,

then, the presently recorded path from vertex (-1, 0) is

better than one leading initially in a counterclockwise

direction since the latter would only result in being turned

back to its point of origin upon arrival at the next vertex.

No calculation of path Utility is necessary in such instances

to make that determination. It is, then, a general rule of

the algorithm that a path from any vertex that would lead in

a direction against the recorded arrowhead of a next adjacent

vertex can be eliminated a priori.

Returning to the illustrative example and continuing the

sequence of moving to the next clockwise vertex, checking the

counterclockwise path to the vertex just checked, changes of

the "presently recorded" values and directions to those of

the counterclockwise path occur at vertices (-1, 1) and (1, 1).

Note that in this illustrative example there were no

direction changes resulting from a clockwise or counterclock-

wise path having a higher Utility value than the direct,

inward path. This may not always be the case, and, in fact,

will not be the case in subsequent expanded squares as will

be shown later in this illustrative example. Whenever Such

a change occurs, then the Utility values and products, !OF T

and LO F T of all paths affected by that change must be

recomputed and compared with presently recorded alternative
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paths, the Utility values of which may no longer be superior

to the recomputed values. Where inversions occur, new path

directions and Utility values will ensue which, in turn, must

be checked for their possible effect on still other paths.

For example, referring to Figure 11, let us assume that the

Utility value of the counterclockwise path from vertex (1, 0)

were higher than the utility of the inward path as shown,

resulting in a direction change at that vertex from inward

to counterclockwise. The Utility value of the path from

vertex (1, -1) is now based on the products, 1DFT and iDFA

of the counterclockwise path rather than the inward path from

vertex (1, 0) and is increased as shown. The counterclockwise

path from vertex (0, -1) must now be recomputed on the basis

of the change in values of the path from vertex (1, -1). The

recomputed Utility value of the counterclockwise path being

higher than the Utility value of the inward path results in

a direction change at vertex (0, -1) from inward to counter-

clockwise. This in turn will change the Utility value of the

counterclockwise path from vertex (-1, -1) which must therefore

be recomputed and checked against the presently recorded

Utility value of the clockwise path from that vertex. Since

the clockwise path has the higher Utility value, no change

occurs at vertex (-1, -1), and, since there are at this time

no outer square transitions to be considered, no further

checks as a result of the change at vertex (1, 0) are required.

The foregoing sequence of checks can be stated as a second

general rule of the algorithm, the full extent of which will
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become more apparent as the area of path exploration is

extended outward by subsequent square expansions. That rule

may be stated as follows: Any vertex at which a change in

either Utility value or direction has occurred must have

the immediately surrounding vertices (exclusive of the vertex

to which the changed path now leads since that direction

has been checked) checked to see whether or not those sur-

rounding vertices now require a direction and/or Utility

value change.

Returning to our illustrative example, the best path

from each of the vertices of the grid squares immediately

surrounding the destination of the AML Tank, Point B, has

now been determined. These are shown with their associated

Utility values and DF T/DF A products in Figure 12. A caveat

must be added here, however, since possible path excursions

outside the four immediately surrounding grid squares have

not yet been investigated. The term "best path" should

therefore more accurately be qualified to read "best path

which does not extend beyond the outer perimeter of the

four grid squares immediately surrounding the destination

point." How the algorithm in its complete form allows for

outward path excursions will be shown as the squares of

investigation are expanded outward from Point B.

The algorithm will next be applied'to determine the

best path from each vertex on the first expanded square

around Point B, encompassing sixteen grid squares of the

combat engagement area:
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()Calculate the Utility of each path leading

directly inward from the vertices of the expanded

square to the corresponding vertices of the inner

square. Record the Utility value, the products,

IDF T and IDF A ,and the path direction by

arrowhead, 4 I as shown in Figure 13. The double

lines appearing below and to the left of vertices

(2, 1) and (2, 2) indicate impassable terrain

barring paths to or from those vertices and adjacent

vertices within the expanded square.

(2) Starting at the vertex of highest Utility, that is,

vertex (-2, 0) in this case, move one vertex

in a counterclockwise direction and calculate the

Utility value of the path leading from that vertex

in a clockwise direction. Compare the Utility of

the clockwise path with that of the recorded

(that is, inward,) path, select the path of

highest Utility, and retain or change the recorded

values and arrowhead direction as appropriate. if

a change occurs, note and record for further reference

the adjacent vertices that must be checked for recom-

puted path Utility values and possible direction

changes pursuant to the second general rule of

the algorithm. See Figure 14.

(3) Proceeding to the next adjacent vertex in a counter-

clockwise direction, calculate the Utility value of

- 15 -
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the path leadinq from that vertex in a clockwise

direction. Compare and select the path of highest

utility as in Step (2) above. Continue the procedure,

moving successively to the next counterclockwise

vertex, checking the path in a clockwise direction

until the clockwise path from each vertex has been

checked. See Figure 15.

(4) Starting again at the same vertex as in Step (2),

move one vertex i, clockwise direction and check

the Utility of the path leading from that vertex in

a counterclockwise direction. If the counterclock-

wise path is opposed by the arrowhead indicating

direction of the presently recordeu path from the

next adjacent counterclockwise vertex, then the

first general rule of the algorithm applies, and

the counterclockwise path can be eliminated without

further comP!-utation. If not opposed by the arrow-

head at the next adjacent counterclockwise vertex,

calculate the Utility value of the counterclockwise

path, compare that Utility value with Utility value

of the presently recorded path, select the path of

highest Utility, and retain or change the recorded

values ind arrowhead direction as appropriate.

Again, in accordance with the second general rule

of the algorithm, wherever changes occur, note and

record the adjacent vertices that must be checked

for Utility and possible path redirection as a

result of the change.
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(5) Proceeding to the next adjacent vertex in a clockwise

direction, repeat the procedure of Step (4) above,

moving successively to each next clockwise vertex,

checking the path in a counterclockwise direction

until the counterclockwise path from each vertex

has been checked. See Figure 16.

At this point of the investigation, the algorithm has

determined the best path to Point B from each of the vertices

of the first expanded square exclusive of any possible outward

excursions (which will be explored at the next larger expanded

square) or any possible redirection from the inner square

to the first expanded square en route to Point B which will

be explored by the next step of the algorithm. Figure 17

shows the currently determined "best" paths subject to the

exclusions just stated.

Recall that in conducting the clockwise/counterclockwise

checks of Steps (2) through (5), whenever a change in direc-

tion and Utility value occurred at any vertex, the adjacent

vertices requiring re-examination in accordance with the

second general rule of the algorithm were recorded for future

reference. Referrinq to Figure 16, note that changes occurred

at vertices (-2, -1), (1, 2), (2, -1), (2, -2), (1, -2) and

(0, -2). The next step of the algorithm, then, may be stated

as follows:

(6) Referring to the record of vertices adjacent to

those where changes occurred in Steps (2) through

(5), calculate the Utility value of the path
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leading from each recorded vertex to its

adjacent, changed vertex. Compare that Utility

value with Utility value of the presently recorded

path, select the path of highest utility, and

retain or change the recorded values and arrowhead

direction as appropriate. If a change occurs, note

and record the additional adjacent vertices that

must be checked for Utility and possible path

redirection as a result of the change.

To illustrate the application of Step (6), the vertices

where changes occurred in Steps (2) through (5) are indicated

in Figure 18 by a small circle at the base of the arrowhead.

The change at vertex (-2, -1) requires that the Utility of

the path from adjacent vertex (-1, -1) be checked to determine

whether the path through vertex (-2, -1) may not be better

than the presently recorded path. Since the Utility value of

the path through vertex (-2, -1) calculates to be less than

that of the presently recorded path, no change occurs at

vertex (-1, -1) and no further checks are required as a result

of the change at vertex (-2, 1). See Figure 19. Similarly,

checks at vertices (1, 1) and (0, -1) required by direction

changes at vertices (1, 2) and (0, -2), respectively, fail to

disclose a better path than the presently recorded one and

no further checks are required as a result of either of those

changes. Checking the vertex (1, -1) required by the direc-

tion change at vertex (2, -1), however, results in a path

Utility and direction change, which, in turn, requires checks

at vertices (0, -1) (1,-2) and (1,0). Accordingly, these vertices
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are recorded for subsequent examination. Continuing on to the

change at vertex (2, -2) no additional checks are required

since the Utility and direction at vertex (1, -2) were

determined sequentially after those of vertex (2, -2) during

the counterclockwise path checks of Step (5). The changes

at vertices (1, -2) and (0, -2) require checks at vertices

(1, -1) and (0, -1), respectively, neither of which discloses

a better path than those presently recorded; hence, no further

checks are required as a result of these two changes.

(7) Referring to the vertices recorded for subsequent

examination becase of Utility and/or direction

chances occurri,,g durinq Step (6), repeat the

crocedure of Step (6) to determine whether any

addItional changes are required.

Applyine Step (7) to our illustrative exar:;ple, recall

that in. Step (6), vertices (0, -1), ( , -2) and (1, 0) ;ere

recorded for ,ul)s,,,uuent exa ;;ination as a result of the chance

occurring at vertex (1, -1). Accordingly, the Utility of the

ojath from each of these vrrtices through vertex (1, -1) must

be calculated and conTlpaired with the Utility of the presently

recorded path. As shown in Figure 20, neither the path from

vertex (1, 0) nor vertex (1, -2) is a better path than the

presently recorded path from these vertices. The path from

vertex (0, -1) through vertex (1, -1), however, is a better

path than the presently recorded path leading directly to

Point B. The arro, head at vertex (0, -1) is therefore changed
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from to -1 and the Utility value changed from .4889

to .5869. Additionally, adjacent vertices (-1, -1) and

(0, -2) are recorded for subsequent examination as Step (8).

(8) Repeat the procedure of Steps (6) and (7)

for each of the vertices recorded for subsequent

examination in Step (7).

Figure 21 shows the application of Step (8) to our illus-

trative example. Note that the presently recorded path from

each of the re-examined vertices is superior to the path

leading through the vertex where the change occurred in the

preceeding step, vertex (0, -1). Therefore, no further

changes are made, and the algorithm is completed for the first

expanded square. Had there been a change required at either

re-examined vertex, then an additional step would have been

required to re-examine the vertices adjacent to where the

change occurred, with additional steps following until no

further changes occur.

The algorithm has now determined the best path to Point B

from each of the sixteen verticez of the first expanded square,

exclusive only of any possible outward excursions. The cur-

rently determined "best" paths are shown in Figure 22.

The algorithm is next applied to determine the best path

from each vertex on the second expanded square around Point B,

encompassing 36 grid squares of the comDat engagement area.

In this and all subsequent square expansions, the algorithm

follows the same sequence as that outlined in the preceding

pages for the first exparded square. To wit:
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(1) Calculate and record the Utility value, applicable

products and direction of each path leading

directly inward from vertices of the second

expanded square to the corresponding vertices of

the first expanded square. These are shown in

Figure 23.

(2) Starting at the vertex of highest Utility, move

one vertex in a counterclockwise direction and

calculate the Utility value of the path leading

from that vertex in a clockwise direction. Compare

the Utility of the clockwise path with that of the

recorded path, select the path of highest utility

and retain or change the recorded values and arrow-

head direction as appropriate. If a change occurs,

note and record for future reference the adjacent

vertices that must be checked for recomputed path

Utility values and possible direction changes pur-

suant to the second general rule of the algorithm.

Referring to Figure 23, note that in the case of the

illustrative example, the inward path of highest Utility value

originates at vertex (2, -3). A clockwise path into this

vertex is barred by the impassable grid square adjacent to

it in a counterclockwise direction, that is, qrid

square (20, 10). The next vertex in a counterclockwise direc-

tion from which a clockwise path can be calculated is vertex

(-3, 1). Accordingly this step of the algorithm, rather than

moving one vertex in a counterclockwise direction, will move
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to the next counterclockwise vertex from which a clockwise

path is possible, vertex (-1, 1). Calculate the Utility v aIu e

of the clockwise path, and complete the procedure of Step (2)

at that vertex. See Figure 24.

(3) Proceeding to the next adjacent vertex in a counter-

clockwise direction, continue the procedure as with

Step (3) of the algorithm sequence applied to the

first expanded square until the clockwise path from

each vertex of the second expanded square has been

checked. See Figure 25.

(4) Starting again at the same vertex as in Step (2),

anmove one vertex in a clockwise direction and check
(5)

the Utility value of the path leading from that

vertex in a counterclockwise direction. Follow the

same procedure as Steps (4 ) and (5) of the algorithm

sequence applied to the first expanded square until

the counterclockwise path from each vertex of the

second expanded square has been checked. See

Figure 26.

At this point, the algorithm has determined the best

path to Point B from each of the vertices of the second

expanded square, as shown in Figure 27, exclusive of any

possible outward excursions (which will be explored at the

next larger expanded square)', or any possible redirection

from the first expanded square resulting from changes in

direction and/or Utility values occurring during Steps (2)

through (5) above.
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(6) Referring to the record of vertices adjacent to

those where changes occurred in Steps (2) through

(5), calculate the Utility value of the path leading

from each recorded vertex to its adjacent, changed

vertex. Compare that Utility value with the Utility

value of the presently recorded path. select the

path of highest utility, and retain or change values

and arrowhead direction as appropriate. If a change

occurs, note and record the adjacent vertices that

must be checked for Utility and possible path

redirection as a result of the change.

To illustrate the application of Step (6) to the second

expanded square, the vertices where changes occurred in

Steps (2) through (5) are indicated in Figure 28 by a small

circle at the base of the arrowhead. Referring to Figure 28,

the change at vertex (0, -3) requires that the Utility value

of the path from adjacent vertex (0, -2) be checked to deter-

mine whether the path outward through vertex (0, -3) may not

be better than the presently recorded path leading counter-

clockwise through vertex (1, -2). See Figure 29. Since the

Utility value of the outward path calculates to be less than

that of the presently recorded, counterclockwise path, the

outward path is eliminated, no change occurs at vertex (0, -2)

and no further checks are required as a result of the change

which occurred at vertex (0, -3). Similarly, as shown in

Figure 30, checks at vertices (-1, -2) and (-2, -2) required
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by direction changes at vertices (-1, -3) and (-2, -3), res-

pectively, do not disclose a better path than the presently

recorded ones and no further checks are required as a result

either of the change which occurred at vertex (-1, -3) or

the change which occurred at vertex (-2, -3).

Since the checks performed pursuant to Step (6) of the

algorithm did not result in any further changes, no additional

steps of the algorithm are required at the second expanded

square. Figure 31 shows the "best" path from each vertex of

the second expanded square, exclusive of any possible excur-

sions to subsequent outer squares.

The algorithm is next applied in the same way to the

third, fourth and all-subsequent expanded squares until

Point A, the present position of the AML Tank, is encompassed.

From that point an additional expanded area is then explored

to discover or preclude the possibility that the "best" path

may require an initial outward excusion from the vertex of

the expanded square encompassing the AML Tank's present

position. Figure 31 shows the expansion process successively

repeated to encompass the complete area explored. The "best"

path as determined by the algorithms is outlined on the

sketch of the combat engagement area in Figure 32.

For ease of reference, the algorithm is restated here in

its entirety:

SMALLEST SQUARE

(1) Construct a square centered at and comprising the

four grid squares immediately surrounding the

destination, Point B.
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(2) Select one of the center vertices and calculate

the Utility of the direct path leading in toward

Point B from that vertex. Record the Utility value,

the products, flDF T and I1DF A ,and direction of

the path.

(3) Proceeding counterclockwise around Point B, repeat

the procedure for each of the remaining three

center vertices.

(4) Returning to the originally selected center vertex,

move to the adjacent corner vertex in a counter-

clockwise direction and calculate the Utility of

the path from that vertex leading in a clockwise

direction. Record the Utility value, the products,

POF T and IIDF A I and the direction of the path.

(5) Proceeding to the next adjacent counterclockwise

vertex, calculate the Utility of the path from that

vertex leading in a clockwise direction. Compare

the Utility value of the clockwise path with that

of the presently recorded (that is, inward) path,

select the path of highest Utility and retain or

change the recorded Utility value, products, U-DF T

and FTD FA 9 and direction, as appropriate. Continue

this procedure, moving successively to the next

counterclockwise vertex checking the path in a clock-

wise direction until the Utility value of the

clockwise path from each vertex has been calculated.

At each corner vertex record the Utility of the
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clockwise path together with products :.DF T and

IIDF A % and direction. At each center vertex compare

the Utility value of the clockwise path with that

of the presently recorded path and retain or change

the recorded values and direction, as appropriate.

(6) Returning again to the originally selected center

vertex, move to the adjacent corner vertex in a

clockwise direction, and calculate the Utility of

the path leading from that vertex in a counterclock-

wise direction. Compare the Utility value of the

counterclockwise path with that of the presently

recorded path, select the path of highest Utility,

and retain or change the recorded Utility value,

prouct, TDF and TDFA and direction, asproducts, ' TA

appropriate. Continue the procedure, moving suc-

cessively to the next clockwise vertex, checking

the path in a counterclockwise directIon until the

counterclockwise path from each vertex has been

checked and the recorded Utility value, products

and direction at each vertex retained or changed

as appropriate to indicate the highest Utility

path from that vertex to Point B.

EXPANDED SQUARES

(1) Form an expanded square enlarcied by one grid square

in each direction surrounding the previous square.

Calculate the Utility of each path heading directly

inward from the outer vertices of the expanded
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square to the corresponding vertices of the previous

square. Record the Utility values, the products,

HDFT and flDFA , and the path direction.

(2) Starting at the vertex of highest Utility, move one

vertex in a counterclockwise direction and calcu-

late the Utility value of the path leading from

that vertex in a clockwise direction. Compare the

Utility of the clockwise path with that of the

recorded path,* select the path of highest Utility,

and retain or change the recorded Utility value,

products, I!DFT and LIDFA , and direction, as

appropriate. If a change occurs, note and record

for future reference the adjacent vertices that

must be checked for recomputed path Utility values

and possible direction changes pursuant to the

second general rule of the algorithm.**

(3) Proceeding to the next adjacent vertex in a counter-

clockwise direction, calculate the Utility value of

the path leading from that vertex in a clockwise

direction. Comrare and select the path of hichcst

Utility as 4r Step (2) above, notinc and recordinn

If there is no recorded path, as will be the case
at the outer corner vertices, then record the Utility value,
products, fDFT and JIDFA , and direction of the clockwise
path and go on to Step (3).

**Rule 2. Any vertex at which a change in either Utility

value or direction has occurred must have the immediately
surrounding vertices (exclusive of the vertex to which the
changed path now leads since that direction has been checked)
checked to see whether or not those surrounding vertices now
require a direction and/or Utility value change.
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for future reference vertices where changes occur

tooether with their potentially affected adjacent

vertices which must be subsequently checked in

accordance with the second general rule of the

algorithm. Continue this procedure moving succes-

sively to each next counterclockwise vertex,

checking the path in a clockwise direction, until

the clockwise path from each vertex has been

checked.

(4) Starting again at the same vertex as in Step (2),

move one vertex in a clockwise direction to check

the counterclockwise path. If the direction of the

presently recorded path from the next counterclock-

wise vertex is clockwise, then the counterclockwise

path is eliminated from consideration. (The first

general rule of the algorithm applies.***) If the

path from the next adjacent counterclockwise vertex

does not lead in a clockwise direction, then calcu-

late the Utility value of the counterclockwise path,

compare that Utility value with the Utility value of

the presently recorded path, select the path of

highest Utility, and retain or change the recorded

Rule 1: A path from any vertex that would lead in a
direction against the recorded direction of a next adjacent
vertex can be eliminated a priori.
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values and direction, as appropriate. Again, pur-

suant to the second general rule of the algorithm,

whenever changes occur, note and record the poten-

tially affected adjacent vertices to be subsequently

checked.

(5) Proceeding to the next adjacent vertex in a clock-

wise direction, repeat the procedure of Step (4)

above, moving successively to each next clockwise

vertex, checking the path in a counterclockwise

direction, until the counterclockwise path from each

vertex has been checked.

(6) Recall the record of vertices to be re-checked

pursuant to the second general rule of the algorithm

by virtue of their adjacency to vertices where

changes occurred during Steps (2) through (5).

Calculate the Utility of the path leading from each

recorded vertex to its adjacent, changed vertex.

Compare that Uti lity value with the Utility val ue

of the presently recorded path, select the path

of highest Utility, and retain or change the

recorded values and direction as appropriate. if

a change occurs, note and record the addi ti onal

adjacent vertices that must be checked for Utility

and possible path redirection as a result of the

change.

(7) through (n)

Recall the record of vertices to be re-checked

because of changes occurring during the preceeding
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step and repeat the procedure of the preceeding

step to determine whether any additional checks

are required. When no additional checks are

required, the algorithm is completed for the

expanded square formed in Step (1) above.

The sequence of steps for the expanded square just com-

pleted is then repeated for each successively larger expanded

square until the grid square containing the present position

of the AML Tank has been encompassed and the "best" path from

the present position to the destination has been determined.

In order to test the efficacy of the algorithm, it has

been manually applied to the combat engagement situation

depicted in Figure 1. The maze of path calculations, compari-

sons and changes involved are apparent from examination of

Figures 3 through 31. Although an extremely cumbersone exer-

cise conducted manually, it can readily be accomplished by a

computer. The manual test, however, provided an opportunity

for discrete scrutiny of the algorithm at each of the indi-

vidual steps and for observing the sensitivity to features

of terrain and other pertinent factors affecting defensive

and offensive posture. The algorithm proved remarkably adept

in evaluative path selection throughout the area explored. it

is interesting to observe, for example, some of the path

selections made from points (vertices) of the combat engage-

ment area in addition to the final path determination from

Point A.
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Referring to Figure 33, note that at the first expanded

square, had the present position of the AML Tank been at

vertex (-2, 2), the selected path would be first to gain

cover behind the rise in the terrain between grid squares

(16, 13) and (16, 14) and then proceed to Point B. Similarly,

had the AML Tank been at vertex (-2, -2) or (-2, -1), it would

have sought the cover from the same rise in terrain while

keeping the Trainee Tank within range of its own main armament.

An AML Tank at vertex (0, -2), on the other hand, outside the

main armament range of both tanks would seek the cover and

concealment of the river bank en route to Point B.

As the area of exploration is expanded outward from

Point Bl, circuitous paths seeking the cover and concealment

of the river bank are increasingly favored over direct or

exposed paths. From vertices (-3, -3), (-4, -3) and (-5, -3),

for example, the initial move is to gain the cover of the

riverbank and then turn to follow the riverbank to Point B.

See Figure 341. Influencing factors in these path selections,

in addition to defensive cover and concealment afforded by

the riverbank and its overhanging trees, are the relative

positions of the AML and Trainee Tanks, and the hioher impor-

tance weight given to "survivability" as opposed to "attack-

ability" by the Valuated State Space of the AML Tank Comm,,an-

der's Purpose. The fact that the AML Tank would be required

to present its vulnerable aspect to the Trainee Tank as it

approached Point B was also an influencing consideration.

From vertices (-5, -2), (-4, -2) and (-3, 2) the closer
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proximity of the two tanks and greater distance to a covered

path influenced the selection in favor of paths that maximize

the "i tackability" of the AML Tank thus reducing the defen-

sive posture of the Trainee Tank. In other words, the

algorithm, in effect, determined that the AML Tank Commander

could best achieve his purpose by "shooting it out" with the

Trainee Tank en route to Point B rather than first attempting

to improve his own defensive posture. It should be noted

here, however, that had the AML Tank's present position

actually been at one of the vertices (-5, -2), (-4, -2) or

(-3 , -2) , the AML Program would in all1 probabilIi ty have

selected some destination point other than Point B. These

examples are cited only to point out the logical basis for

the evaluative path selection generated by the algorithm.

Another interesting path decision point which demonstrate:

the sensitivity of the algorithm is shown in Figure 35. Note

the smallI hill i n the vi cini ty of gri d squares ( 11 , 6) and

(12, 6). A particularly vulnerable position for the AML Tank

would be the crest of this hill where the AML Tank would be

silhouetted against the sky and just within lethal ranqe of

the Trai nee Tank 's mai n armament . The algorithm appropriately

selects paths to avoid that hazard. Note that from vertices

(-8, -6) and (-8, -7) the selected path skrits around behind

the hill, both to avoid crestina the hill and to gain cover

behind the hill. From vertices (-7, -6) and (-6, -6), however,

the most direct path to the cover of the riverbank is selected.

- 32 -



The final path, selected by the algorithm as the "best"

path from Point A to Point B, is shown in Figure 32.

As noted earlier in the Disucssion, a major effort of

the quarter just completed has been directed toward develop-

ing and testing the algorithm for path selection as described

in the preceeding pages. The balance of the contract effort

will be concentrated on refining the valuated state space

and creating the architecture, flow diagrams and initial

software specifications for the AML Program.
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APPENDIX C

MEMORANDUM: AN ESTIMATION OF THE
COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE

CALCULATION OF A MAXIMUM UTILITY PATH



MLMO RAN DUM

TO: A.J. OWENS DATE: April 13, 1982
FROM: G.1. H BURGI N

SUBJECT: AN ESTIMAION OF THE COMPUTAIIONAL P I QUI-,fN1[NIS

FOR T HE CAI CUt AT ION OF A .AX IMUM UTI]I E Y PATH

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of this r;ei,,ora dndum is to estimate

computer requirements for the calculation of a path Iong

which a certain function (the path's utility function) is

maximized. The estimate should provide both CPU time require-

ment as well as memory requ i renent for a tank bat tl efield of

realistic size as it mi oht he used in a siJmulator.

PROBL - D[EFINI T ION': 'e wi 11 ,sur;e a )a ttlefi eld Irfa of a

square shape, divided into smaller -quares whr-re the , , , st

squares are sLfficiently small to represent terrain f (1 ,-es

for the area. We will then num ;ber the verti ces (or r&,! ,s) of

the area starting at the left top corner (Northv;oest curr),

proceeding West- to-East f i rst , then North- to- South. Fi (: ure

illustrates a small sample battlefield to show the 9rid

numbering scheire. In the following, t he variable N will

represent the number of vertices in the battlefield area, that

is, the number of nodes in the network.



For the purpose of the maximum utility path aloorithm,

the AL tank will be allowed to move along branches in any

direction. We will also assume that at a decision point

(a point in time when the AML tank makes a decision about

its future path), the tank is located at a vertex. At this

point in time, the trainee's tank position is also given,

and we will assume that knowing these two positions, we can

calculate a utility associated with each branch. This utility

is defined and described in the second progress report and

can be expressed, for one individual branch, connecting

vertex k with vertex Z as:

Uk = K 1 (I-DFTk ) + K2 DFAk

Sir:,ilarly, we iiay define the utility of the branch connecting

vertex ;. with vertex m to be

U KI(1D F ) + K2 DFA

The total path utility for going from vertex k to vertex m

through the node k is defined to be

U k (I-DFT DF ) + K2 DFA DFA
kk*m Tk T. M 2 k A km

For a path extending over n branches, the utility therefore

is: n n
U = K1 (1- fl DFT + K2  11 DFA (1)

i= 1 i i j



The problem, therefore, can be expressed succinctly as:

Given a starting node PS and a destination node P.,

find the path connecting P with PD for which (1) will be

maximized.

SCOPE: The problem of finding the path with maximum utility

is really composed of two problems. One is the determination

of the "survivability" values and the "attackability" values

along each branch in the network given the positions of the

two tanks. There is obvioi sly some computational effort asso-

ciated with this part of the problem.- This memorandum does

not address this problem. We are only concerned with the

computational requirement for the second part of the problem

which is: Given utility values for each branch, find the

optimal path from a given source to a given destination.

APPROACH: The optimal path algorithm as developed in the

second progress report, which we will call the "expanding

square" algorithm, may be computationally efficient; however,

it is very difficult to estimate the time required to find a

path. This is due to the fact that when proceeding to an

expanded square, the optimal solution found so far may no

longer be optimal, and the calculations performed so far for

the inner squares may have to be, at least partially, repeated.

We see no way to estimate how often this situation would occur.

We consider an algorithm, therefore, which may (or may not)

be computationally less efficient but which permits an estimate

of an upper bound of computational effort. This algorithm is



an adaptation of a "shortest route" algorithm as described in

Operations Research: A Manageria Emphasis by Ronald V. Hartley,

Goodyear Publishing Company, Pacific Palisades, California,

1976.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIC ALGORITHM: We will first describe

the algorithm in its original form in which the problem is

to minrmize the length of the path where the individual

lengths of the branches are simply added. It is important to

realize that the shortest route algorithm was developed for a

network of arbitrary topology. The fact that our network for

the tank problem has a very special structure can be

exploited and will provide a great savings in memory require-

ments. As in dynamic prograinn ng (the algorithm is not a

dynamic prograiuui ng technique, however), in addition to the

solution of the original problem (find maximum utility path

between node PS and PD ) ,  the algorithm actually provides

a solution to the more general problem: "Find the maximum

utility path between the starting node and any arbitrary other

node".

The algorithm is best explained by an example. Consider

the network shown in Figure 2, and let us assume that we want

to find the shortest path from node 1 to node 16.

PRELIMINARY STEP: - Number the nodes as outlined above

and write down the matrix M showing

d~stance, dij , between adjacent nodes

and j. (FIGURE 3).



STEP 1: - Define i equal to the startirig colurin (i I).

STEP 2: - Set Ui  = 0; cross out column i. (In our exarile,

i=1, so U1  = 0 column 1 crossed out). Whenever a

U. (shortest path) is determined for a node,1

that value is placed into column (N+i) of row i

as shown in FIGURE 4.

STEP 3: - Define a set S.

S - . (U i  + dij) such that Ui  exists and j is

not yet crossed out.}

STEP 4: - Set IN equal to the smallest element from S

and j* equal to the j of the smallest

(Ui4dij ) from the set S and i* to the i of

the smallest (Ui+di ) from the set S . If

several (U.i +dii ) have the same value, choose

the one with the smallest value of i , next the

smallest value of j .

STEP 5: - Set U. = U. = MIN where i=j. Place U.

into column (N+1) of row i and i* into

column (N+2) of row i

STEP 6: - Cross out column j*.

STEP 7: - If not all U. are determined, return to SlEP 3,

else proceed to STEP 8.

STEP 8: - The problem is now practically solved; the

remaining task is to backtrack the solution

from any desired destination node to the source

node. This can be done as follows:

a) Set i to the desired destination node number.
b) Look up i* from column (N+2) in row i.
c) Set i=i* and go back to b) until i zsource

node number.



An example of this algorithm is carried out in detail in

Appendix A of this memorandum. Applying STEP 8 yields:

i i*

16 15
15 14
14 10
10 11
11 7
7 6
6 2
2 1

The optimal path from 1 to 16 therefore is:

1-2-6-7-11-10-14-15-16

An intuitive "proof" of the algorithm is presented in

Appendix B of this memorandum.

f,!ODIFICATIONS TO THE BASIC ALGORITHM: The first modification

is the addition of two more rows and two more columns to the

original network. This will make all the vertices of concern

interior vertices, and in estimating computational requirements,

the end-effects will not enter into the problem; all rodes

will have exactly four branches emanating from them. Therefore,

each row of the original matrix will have exactly four d..'sij

defined.

The second modification concerns the calculation of

the U.* values and the optimization criterion.J

n n
U K1  (1- TI DF ) + K2  I1 DFA

i=l i" i~ l i

Stored with each U, value will also be:

n
P1  = TI DFT

J i=d i

and



n
P2  = 11 DFAi

j* i =1

The set S in the algorithm now consists of

S ( =j)

where Di j  is calculated as follows:

11 = !. * FT

Q 1 = * DFT

1 1,3
Q 2 = p2 D F A. j

D ,= K1 I-Q ) + ' Q2

The calculation of D. therefore requires:1 ,3

4 multiplications
I addition

I subtraction



MEMORY REOUIRLMENTS: Consider first the requirements for

storing the matrix of the survivability and attackability

values for each branch of the network. Basically, this

matrix consists of N rows and N columns (remember, N is

defined as number of nodes in network); but due to its
2

special form, it is not necessary to provide N cells for

this matrix. Basically, each row contains four survivability

values and four attackability values for the four branches

from the node to its surrounding nodes.

In addition, the algorithm requires the storage of the

products P 1  and P2  ard of U. and i* for each row.
1 1

Thus, the total memory requirerent for data storage for

the 1raxi :mum utility path algorithm will be

Stota I 1 N [(4+2) + 4] + tem:;porary storage = 12 N +

temporary storage

For a network consisting of 256 nodes, this a1ounts to

only about 3,000 words, which is certainly less than will be

required to store the data describing the terrain features.

Memory requirement for the program of the maximum utility

path algorithm is estimated not to exceed 3,000 words of 16

bit length; total random access memory requirement, including

temporary (lata storage is estimated not to exceed Sk.

CENTRAL PROCESSOR TIME REQUIREMENTS: - We will look at this

problem in the following way: Given a realistic tank simula-

tion battlefield grid and given typical execution times of



today's comriercially available microprocessors, how much CPU

time would be required to perfor[m a path optimization?

Figure 5a shows a typical battlefield grid, wherein the

vertices formed by the heavy lines are used for path optimi-

zation while the terrain data is given both at the vertices

formed by the heavy line ,  and the light lines. Once the two

tanks have approached each other so that they are closer than

some threshold distance, the algorithm would switch and use

the finer grid for path optimization.* The network to be used

in our time estimate will consist of 256 nodes.

Figures 6 and 7 further illustrate the fact that a grid

with 16 divisions at 300m length each for path selection sub-

divided into subsquares of 150m x 150m is sufficient. Figure 6

shows a typical, populated area in Europe, while Figure 7 is

representative for a desert area.

To obtain a time estimate, we need first an estimate of the

averace number of the members of set S which we will call N5

This number will be four at the first iteration and then grow

as the algorithm proceeds. When about half of the rows have

been processed (that is, an Ui  value has been determined for

about 128 nodes), the value of NS  will be a maximum and from

thereon will decrease until it reaches again 4 at the end of

the algorithm.

If we have 128 U.'s defined, the maximum (worst case)

number of elements in the set S would be

NSmax = (123*3) + 1 = 370

As shown in Figure 5b.



laki ng NS as the average between NS  and NS m yields

N S -370 + 4 - 87
2

Thus, on the average, for each one of the 256 rows of

matrix M we would have to perform 187 D.. evaluations,13

amounting to:

187*4 = 748 multiplications

187 additions

187 subtractions

Finding the largest D.. value requires an additional:13

187 comparisons

93 replacements

Using representative execution times

tm = 6 js (multiplication)

t = t = 3 ps (addition and subtraction)a s

t = tr = 2 ps (comparison and replacement)

results in

T i  = 748*6 + 187 (3+3+2+1) = 6,171 ps

For one optimization, we have to complete 256 individual

iterations, so that

256
Ttoa= T = 1,579,776 ps 1.5 sectotal



The above number of operations did not include fetching

and storing of operands (which requires extensive subscript

calculations, but can all be performed in integer arithmetic).

To obtain a conservative time estimate we will multiply the

above time by a factor of five, which then results in a total

CPU time requirement of 7.5 seconds for one complete path-

optimization in a 256 node network.

This time estimate is conservative for three reasons:

1. The maximum number of members in the set S

may never be 370.

2. Some of the address calculations can be

performed by operations whose execution time

is less than one microsecond.

3. The algorithm, in general, can be terminated

as soon as U. for the destination node is

found. That means that not all of the N rows

of matrix M have to be processed; thus, in

general, less than N iterations are required.

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE COST CONSIDERATIONS: The preceding

sections demonstrated the technical feasibility of realtime

path optimization using presently commercially available

microprocessors. The iAPX 432 was selected as an example

because it offers the greatest convenience in programming;

it is fast enough so that floating point arithmetic may be

used whe-ever it is convenient to do so. Certainly, in

developing an AML-driven intelligently interactive tank, it



is desirable to develop the algorithms in a high level languaue,

using floating point variables of at least 3? bits length.

However, when the AML algorithm is used in a production model

(that is, the algorithm is essentially completely developed,

and all that may change are different data bases representing

various battlefield terrains), most of the path optimization

algorithm could be executed using integer arithmetic. By

carefully scaling the variables, most, or maybe all, the cal-

culations can be performed with 16 bit integers. As a conse-

quence, computer hardware costs will be decreased by about an

order of magnitude. For example, an Intel 43201 chip (which

is the most expensive of the three chips, making up the

iAPX 432), costs about $800 today while a com rparable 16 bit

microprocessor, the TMIS 99110 by Texas Instruments, sells for

about $100 now. (See Appendix D).

These two prices, $800 and $100, are prices for a

single chip (in quantities of 100); a complete ce;nputer

having enough capabilities to perform the tasks required

to drive the AML tank requires a number of additional

chips, such as input/output interface chips, disk

controller, memory mapper plus the necessary random access

memory chips.

Discussions with Intel salespeople provided the

following estimates of the cost of a complete Intel iAPX

based system (occupying about the volume of a shoe box):

projected for 1984--about $25,000. If such a system is bought

in quantities of 100, the cost would be reduced to about $15,000.



By the year 1984, Intel will have available a riew

microprocessor, the iAPX 286, which has a 16 bit word

size. It corresponds in capability approximately to a Diqital

Equipment Corporation PDP 11/70. The basic chip

cost for the iAPX 286 is $?50. A complete computer

system is estimated to cost about $2,500. This s eems to

be a real isitc estimate of the price of the co: )uter required

in a product ion unit of the A11l- tan; simulator.

PRO GRA.t ,IING I ANGU AGE. The developm1ent vers ion of the

A'L-tank driver may be programnmed in any suitable high-

level l u udiu(. Pruferred languages v;ould be Pascal or

Vortr- n; P scal Ih ,,c,use it is closer to Ada than fortran,

while the advan ta e of Fort ran wold be its presen tly

widespread use. Thu produc tio)n version should be procr,:.:ed

in Ada because this is the laitoiuage preferred by 1)oD.

Intel Corporation has presently contracted to an outside

company the devel ITIn t of an Ada compiler for the iAPX ?,i6,

which, I was told, will be ready in 1984. An Ada cross

compiler for the iAPX is already available with the VAX as a

host machine.



It is proposed that the development of a production

version of this algorithm be performed in two or three

steps, depending on the availability of the iAPX 286 and

its Ada compiler.

1. Implement the algorithm on a commercially

available time-shared system (preferably a VAX

which has a basic word size of 16 bits but

supports 32 bit real variable operations) in

Fortran or Pascal.

2. If after successful completion of a development

version in step 1 the iAPX 286 and its Ada

compiler are avaiable, proceed to convert the

AML-tank simulator program to Ada, using cross

compiler on the VAX. If they are not available,

convert to Ada, using an iAPX 432 cross compiler.

3. Finalize the iAPX 286 version with the intent to

minimize computer hardware cost, such that the

computer cost would be in the order of $2,000 to

$3,000.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS: Applying a modification of the

classical shortest route algorithm, it is possible to estimate

the number of arithmetic operations required to find the path

with maximum utility from any specified source vertex to any

given destination vertex.

An iAPX 432 based system can perform path-optimization for

a realistic battlefield in approximately five seconds usina

floating point arithmetic.

An iAPX 286 based system can perform the same task in

about the same time using all integer arithmetic.

Memory requirements for the algorithm do not exceed 81k of

16 bit words.

A sel f-contained, i APX 432 based devel opment system .ould

cost about 25,000 dollars.

The computer cost for an iAPX 286 based production unit,

projected to 1984, would be of the order of $2,000 to S3,000.
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APPENDIX B

AN INTUITIVE "PROOF" OF

THE SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM

Consider yourself located at node i, and you want to

find the shortest path to all the other nodes. First, you

must move to some other node and assume you could move to

nodes j, k, 9, or m. Assume the path from i to m is

the shortest. We now postulate that the shortest path from

i to m is the direct path from i to m. One might ask,

"Couldn't it be that some other path passing through

intermediate nodes would be shorter?" The answer is "no,"

because it there were, the first l eS of that path would

have to go through node j, k, or v.. But we already know

that going to j is longer than going to m; the same

is true for k and 9. Anyother path _to _ m would be
lonqe therefore, than i-m already on its first 1 .

We next investigate the paths emanating from i and

m, and we find that one which moves us away from either node

to a new node with a total hlinimum path length, excluding

a move between m and i or i and m. (This reflects

the fact that columns i and in have been crossed out).

One or more will have minimal total length, and we select

one of them. From neither node i nor node m can there

be another path with total length (measured from node i)

which would be shorter than the one determined above,

because again, the total length of that path to the first



intermediate point would be longer than the length of

the path determined above.

Therefore, nodes reached by minimizing (among the set

of reachable nodes), the total distance from node i

will have the property that their minimum distance from

i i s known.

Since the network is of finite dimensions and since

at every step, so long as there are available ermanating

branches from nodes to which the minimum distance is

known, we will eventually cover all the nodes.

One might add a side-ret;ark here. If the problem is

really limited to finding the shortest distance from a

source node to a destination node, the algorithm could he

terii nated as soon as this des t i nat i on node a upea rs in

the "solution set" (nodes for v.,hich mi ni ium dista rces are

known).



MICROPROCESSOR DATA MANUAL APPENDIX C

32-bit processor: iAPX 432 (43201/43202)

Intel Corp. Hardware
3585 S.W. 198th Ave. Hardware

Aloha, OR 97007 Price
(503) 681-8080 Model Description (100 qty)

43201 iAPX 432 microinstruction
sequencer $800 00"

Alternative source: none sqecrm 0
43202 IAPX 432 execution unit
43203 IAPX 432 interface processor $ 495.00'
iSBC 432J100 Evaluation board for IAPX 432 4250 00

The iAPX 432 general data processor is a 32-bit microprocessor Intellec Evaluation sstem tor iAPX 432
comprising two VLSI chips, the 43201 and the 43202. A third Series 3 pius additonal memory $23.30000

chip. the 43203. provides I/O facilities. A new object-based "Projected cost of three-ch'p set in 1984 is under $300.
architecture significantly reduces the cost of large software
systems while enhancing reliability and security. The processor
provides 240 bytes of virtual address space with capability- Specifications

based addressing and protection. A functional-redundancy-
checking mode allows hardware errors to be detected. Data word size 32 bits
Software-transparent multiprocessing allows system Instruction word size 32 bits
performance to be matched to the application and simplifies Physical addressing range 16 Mbytes
subsequent expansion. The unconventional instruction set is Virtual addressing range 1 terebyte

written in an intermediate-level language, thereby easing the Number of basic instructions 221

writing of efficient compilers In turn, these compilers can Shortest instruction time (many) 1.25 jus

efficiently handle high-level languages. The machine is sup- Longest instruction time
ported by a systems-implementation language compiler that (message transmission) 200 ma

provides a superset of Ada Compatibility with older Clock frequency 5.8 MHz (two versions)

microprocessors is maintained because the physical hardware Clock phases'voltage swing 2[TTL

interface is the familiar and pooular Multibus. In that way. more Package 64-pin QUIP (each chip)

limled processors can play supporting roles in large systems. Power requirements 5 V/400 mA (43201)
5 V/455 mA (43202)

Comments

The instruction set of the iAPX 432 is unlike that of other . .
microprocessors because programming is intended to be e-raloy ... edidar- ..

performed in a higher-level language than conventional as- C.. .I pr . L-

sernbly language. The 43201 functions as an instruction- ioA, apocrssrg) ,j.J .

sets of microinstructions. The 43202 functions as a microex-I r .. -H"
\
; -JZ % 

:' - Jdecoding unit, changing macroinstructions into corresponding 
Pro esso s irremory £~eC" rre~,

ecution unit. There are a total of 221 instructions. To achieve

sets ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 4fmcontuton.Te422fntin2samcox
efficient storage, the instructions are encoded without regard I
for byte, word, or other artificial boundaries. Each instruction I'- s_;

occupies exactly the number of bits required for its complete Pirnphras..bsystems ...

specification. A comprehensive set of operators manipulates ,'O p..-,.si g ) Perlp ersi -I

several hardware-recognized data types. There are eight p f e r

primitive data types, divided into four classes: character, I - - l t, s
u
b
s  -

ordinal, integer, and real. The operators for these data types
can be divided into several broad groups: arithmetic, logical,
relational, conversion, move, and bit-field manipulation.

Software features, such as the powerful intermediate-level
instruction set. are designed to improve the productivity of Software support includes an expanded Ada compiler. Coin-
software development. In addition to basic instructions for plers for other high-level languages are under development.
operations such as data transfer, arithmetic, logical con- Evaluation boards and compilers are intended for use with the
parison, and conversion, the iAPX 432 accepts high-level Intellec development system. Time-sharing cross-software sup-
instructions for operations that fall into the major categories port is already available.
of communication, storage allocation, mutual exclusion, and
protection. Also, there are automatic operations such as pro- Hardware support includes a board-level, iSBC-compatible
cess dispatching and low-level scheduling, message evaluation system designated the Intetlec 432/100. This system
synchronization, and queuing. System integrity is protected by includes an iSBC 432/100 board, which is Mutibus-compatible
"need-to-know" addressing at the data-structure level. When and has an FS-232-C serial interface. Also included with the
processors are configured in self-checking pairs, processor system is object-builder evaluation software and seven in-
hardware errors can be detected automatically. As already troductory texts and references. The hardware works in con-
noted. the use of macroinstructions simplifies compiler design junction with an Intellec development system. The Multibus
and boosts software productivity. Also, it allows convenient hardware is of course compatible with a broad range of board-

software revision as a system grows and new services evolve, level hardware from Intel and other manufacturers.
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MICROPROCESSOR DATA MANUAL

APPENDIX D

16-bit microprocessors: TMS99105, 99110, 99120

Texas Instruments Inc.
8600 Commerce Park Dr. (M'S6404) Hardware

Houston, TX 77036 Price
(713) 778-6634 Model Description (100 qty)

TMS99105 16-bit microprocessor $65 00
Alternative sources: none TMS991 10 16-bit microprocessor $9900

TMS99120 16-bit microprocessor TBA
tIM99610 Memory mapper $30.15

The TMS99105. TMS991 10, and TMS99120 are third-generation TMS9902 Asynchronous serial 1'0 interface $ 425
microprocessors that evolved from the original TMS9900 fami- TMS9903 Synchronous serial 1'0 interface $1500

TMS9909 Floppy-disk controller $34 50
ly. The 99105's instruction set is object-code-compatible with TMS9914-A GPIB talker-listener $2350
that of the TMS9900. augmented by extra arithmetic instruc- TMS991&A CRT graphics controller $23 50

TMS9927 CRT controller $17.00
(ions. Also included are linkage-stack and memory-bit-test TMAM9000 AMPL development system
instructions. The architecture has been streamlined to provide (single-user version) $13 35000
machine and memory-bus cycle times of 167 ns-to ensure 1MS99650 Processor-to-processorinterface (2-port, 256 X 8 RAM) TBA
efficient memory interfacing and high throughput. The 99110 IMS9984041 Ptogrammable uversal
has three additional instructions to support the TIM99610 peripheral controller TBA
memory mapper, which addresses up to 16 Mbyles of memory. TBA = to be announced
The 99120 has the same capabilities as the 99105, but also
supports the Microprocessor Pascal high-level language.

Specifications
Comments ______________________

Data word size 8 or 16 bits
The instruction set for the third-generation parts consists of Address bus size 16 bits (plus 2 bits)
the TMS9900 processor s 69 commands plus additional instruc- Direct addressing range 64 kbytes (256 kbytes)
tions That raises the total number of basic instructions to 85 Instruction word size 16 bits
for the 99105 and 99120. and to 98 for the 99110. The new Number of basic instructions 85 (99105, 99120) 98 (99110)
mstruct ons include double-precision addition, subtraction, Shortest instruction time (many) 0.5 us
and shifting and signed multiplication and division. Also, the congest instruction time (floating-
99110 has additional instructions for memory mapping The point addition) 100 i
high-soeed multiplication is performed in 3.8 ps. Clock frequency 24 MHz

Clock phases'vottage swing 1,TTL
Software features include the linkage-stack and memory-bit- Cckage 40-pi DIP

test instructions Through firmware resident in macrostore, the Power reuiremerts 5 V,180 mA 

native functions of the processors can be customized by the

system designer. Functions can also be changed dynamically
by a system programmer. A special interface included on the 0- b[
chip allows additional functions to be executed by an attached
processor that has a private memory system. The use of custom i

hardware to perform specific functions can greatly increase
system throughput The 99120 supports Microprocessor - , e r d[L_

Pascal. which is a subset of the Pascal high-level language - _ -v aro .. uiOrA

Software support includes currently available IMS9900 W...... ps'iiiei

software-development programs on the AMPL development - v

system, plus a library of component software products. j. . coirrie ii,-

Editors. assemblers, debugging routines, compilers, and high- A. iro

level languages(such as Basic and Pascal) are readily available. li!
Hardware support consists of many of the existing TMS9900 - -

peripheral devices (such as floppy-disk, GPIB, CRT, and video- Z a7c' i

display controllers), as well as the AMPL development system.

"- : . . . , re nup i

innpaiS
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